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Abstract 

This work is based on psycholinguistic experiments implicating the existence of an 

interaction between sex of a person and the course of noun gender accessing and 

processing (Andonova, D’Amico, Devescovi & Bates, 2004). For a model for these 

effects in lexical processing a simple recurrent network (Elman, 1990) is taken to 

analyse implications of these studies. This network is trained with three artificial 

sublanguages of Italian, Bulgarian and German to cover as much grammatical 

variation as possible, as it has a big impact on the effect characteristics. The 

hypothesis from Andonova et al. (2004) stating that effects are due to statistical bias 

during a persons language experience could be confirmed and extended. Further, 

some implications for a general model of lexical processing could be given in terms 

of an interactive-activation type of model. 
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During the recent years, a heavy debate has been going on in psycholinguistics 

about the nature of gender processing (see Andonova et al., 2004, (p.1), for some 

examples). In the history of this debate, researchers disagreed about nearly all 

aspects of gender processing; this is a result of the great variance of results in 

psychological experiments. These circumstances further lead to many diverging 

implications for language processing models, especially for models of the lexicon 

and lexical access. Models in this domain, were developed in a tradition called the 

standard model and its concepts were “regarded as conventional wisdom” (O. 

Neumann, 1990) for the last three decades. However, recent thoughts have led to 

doubts about the assumptions of the standard model and connectionist models were 

designed, leading to new implications, as it will be discussed in throughout this work.  

Connectionist models are, compared to models of the symbolic kind, of a new 

quality by using parallel and distributed computation mechanisms, leading to 

emergent properties that are abundant in modular and serial models. In the field of 

psycholinguistics, two focuses were modelled. Networks are utilized in the nature 

versus nurture debate and related topics taking place in the study of language 

acquisition (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986; Elman, 1990; Seidenberg & McClelland, 

1989; MacWhinney, 2001) as well as in the exploration of the lexicon (Collins & 

Loftus, 1975; Seidenberg, 1990; or see Dell, Chang & Griffin, 1999, for a survey of 

connectionist models of lexical access; and Plaut & Rohde, 2003, for a review of 

models of language processing). Considering the implications from gender caused 

effects, they are not applied up to now; maybe because of the fact that gender 

effects are just recently discovered and thus rarely studied in the field of language 

processing. Another reason could be that it is simply counter intuitive to assign a sex 

to a neural network, or more practically oriented that due to the fact that in many 

cases dealing with gender is connected to social aspects and the like that are difficult 

or even impossible to model within a neural net. In this enquiry, the attempt is made 

to take a first step into this direction. What makes this development possible in this 

case is the fact that we are in the position to assume only a statistical effect of sex 

within our hypothesis.  

Reduced to one sentence, the purpose of this work is to bring gender effects 

and neural network models together in a model of language processing; thus, it is 

necessary to introduce both components, starting with the summary of the observed 
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gender effects in psycholinguistic throughout the next paragraph and describing the 

work with neural networks afterwards. 

Studying the Effects of Grammatical Gender in Language Processing for 
Models of Language Processing 

Reviewing the study of gender effects 
For the development of psycholinguistic models of real-time language 

processing, context effects are of particular interest to determine characteristics from 

a particular sort of information. Grammatical gender is one of these influences 

belonging to the category of syntactic information. Grammatical gender is a 

continuous phenomenon in nearly all languages over the world and used within 

inflectional patterns ensuring semantic consistency by defined agreement patterns. 

As an example consider the German sentence “Die Flasche in dem Raum ist eine 

hübsche.” [The bottle in the room is a nice one.] Here the reader has to assign the 

adjective “hüsch” [nice] to the noun “Flasche” [bottle] and not to “Raum” [room], 

because the adjective is feminine inflected whereas “Raum” is of masculine gender. 

This notion of grammatical gender contrasts with the concept of semantic gender, 

that denotes the biological sex of a noun. Thus the semantic gender of bottle is 

neuter not feminine, which is its grammatical gender.    

The issue of grammatical gender is of particular interest, because it bears 

some puzzling aspects for language processing. Even if used habitually in nearly all 

languages, the answer to the question why we observe the grammatical gender at all 

is not obvious. There is only weak correlation with semantic gender, in a two-gender 

language even less than in one with three, in languages bearing more than three 

genders there is obviously no correlation with semantic gender.  

However, taking morphological and grammatical aspects into account, 

scientists have come to some interesting observations: The phonological shape of 

the word is often a better predictor for grammatical gender than semantic gender 

(Andonova et al., 2004; Zubin & Köpcke, 1981). This implicates a primarily pragmatic 

grammatical background grounded in the use of language in contrast to a possible 

merely theoretical one. In addition, the use of gender marked forms seems to assist 

processing of more complex clauses with different referents, as for example 

sentences including relative clauses are. This was implicated for example by Kilborn 

(1987), who used a word monitoring task to show that in the German language it is 
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easier to identify well-formed but semantically anomalous prose than in English (e.g., 

“Colorless green IDEAS sleep furiously”, where adjectives would be marked in 

German: e.g. “Farblos grüne IDEEN schlafen stürmisch). Proceeding in this 

direction, Grosjean, Dommergues, Cornu, Guillelmon and Besson (1994) found 

advantages for word recognition of a noun primed with a correct inflected article in 

French. All these findings are pointing at one answer to the question of the sense of 

grammatical gender, in line with a connectionist view on language; Grammatical 

gender has a communicative function in that it supports language processing. In the 

view of the author, this function should be seen as an aspect of language developed 

in an evolutionary process as generally proposed by Bates (1999). Thus, the 

grammatical systems have developed within an evolutionary process by the need 

and the advantages of communication with more complex sentences, which goes 

hand in hand with the evolution of the human brain.  

In spite of this important finding, basically two interacting factors obstruct the 

research with this essential focus. The first is that different patterns of gender that 

are realised in a wide variety of different degrees of morphologic and syntactic 

variants are resulting in quite different forms of interaction, leading to quite different 

experimental results and thus impede a stringent line of thought. Some most 

important dimensions of gender formation are enumerated here. The most basic 

factor is the number of categories of grammatical gender ranging from two in 

languages as Italian, over tree like in German, Bulgarian and English1 as well, to 

amounts about 15 noun classes as found in Kiswahili (Zawawi, 1971). A further 

factor is the realization of determiner, where we have four different definite articles in 

the singular for Italian2. In German, there is one article per singular noun of each 

gender, whereas in Bulgarian the determination is realized by morphologic 

unambiguous suffixes to mark the noun or the adjective belonging to it.  

Induced by this variance in gender characteristics, the discussion about the 

nature of the influence of grammatical gender is quite controversial. A second factor 

results from the morphologically poorly developed English language, which was 

                                                 
1 Gender in the English language is rather of historical interest than it has consequences in language 
use.  
2 In the Italian language, there are tree determiners for masculine (“il”, “lo”, “l’”), two for feminine 
gender (“l’”, “la”), sharing one. In the plural, there are three ones, two for masculine (“I”, “gli”) one for 
feminine gender (“le”). 
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unfortunately the main focus of research in linguistics. The consequences are most 

suitable illustrated in a short review of the research in this area, as follows. 

As mentioned in experiments reported above, gender effects are traditionally 

studied within priming experiments using the lexical decision paradigm. It is assumed 

that by recognizing a word the corresponding entry in the lexicon, according to the 

assumption of the standard model, is activated (see the following section for a 

detailed explanation of this concept). Using a prime, a pre-activation of the lexicon is 

assumed to have effect on this process. In the study of gender effects, there are 

three main aspects of interest: At a first point, if this influence is present at all. If it is, 

is the influence inhibitory or facilitatory in nature, or both and at last, is it a post- or 

prelexical influence? Linguistic experts started their research by studying the English 

language. Here, we have only a very sparse use of the inflectional properties of 

language, resulting in very weak effects in gender priming in the lexical decision 

paradigm as reported by Seidenberg, Water, Sander and Langer (1984); Tyler and 

Wessels (1983); West and Stanovich (1982; 1986); and Wright and Garrett (1984).  

Additionally priming seems to be only inhibitory in nature. In the study of 

spoken word recognition, as illustrated in a review by Tanenhaus and Lucas (1987) 

no significant effects of prelexical priming could be reported. Reflecting the 

properties of using the syntactic context in English this result become reasonable if 

one thinks for example in the constraints an article like “the”, which is the same in all 

genders, can set on the lexical access to achieve facilitation.3 Later studies were 

conducted in other languages taking advantage of a richer morphology and showing 

the debate in a new light. As mentioned before, Grosjean et al. (1994) have shown 

that gender has significant effects on gender decision tasks in French, that are 

facilitating as well as inhibitory. For German Kilborn and Friederici found influence of 

gender, however once again, only in an inhibitory manner. In addition, studies of the 

Dutch language also revealed gender effects (Deutsch & Wijnen, 1985). Thus, as a 

résumé one could say that the dominance of the English language has delayed a 

more global view of language in all its facets and has underestimated the importance 

of the statistical effects of language learning (Elman & Lewis, 2001).  

                                                 
3  This line of thought was also drawn by Tanenhaus and Lucas (1987). 
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Recent results from gender effects 
The importance of statistical characteristics was often patently ignored due to 

the small variance in the homogenous English language. Thus, it seems reasonable 

to look for statistical effects of sex in the not-so-homogenious languages of 

Bulgarian, Italian and German, which make more use of grammatical gender and 

show more variance in this aspect. 

Two of the most recent studies in the field of gender effects are studies in 

Italian and in Bulgarian with important implications for a new direction in models of 

language processing. Therefore, their results will provide a basis for the model set 

up later. The former was published in 1996 by Bates, Devescovi, Hernandez and 

Pizzamiglio and experimented with gender priming in Italian; the latter was 

conducted in 2004 and used the same paradigms, however without a prime in 

Bulgarian. These experiments were accomplished by Andonova et al. (2004). Both 

studies consisted of two tasks: Word repetition, also named single-word shadowing, 

and gender monitoring. In the first task, the subject has just to repeat the noun, here 

presented as auditory stimuli, as quickly as possible. Dependent variables are the 

reaction time-onset as well as the offset of the reply and the accuracy of the reply. 

Gender monitoring requires a lexical decision as response to the auditory stimuli by 

pressing a button, which indicates the corresponding gender. However, even if both 

studies are using the same instruments Bates et al.’s study only addresses the 

difference of grammatical gender processing, whereas Andonova et al. also consider 

the sex of the participant as a factor of variance in processing characteristics.   

For the word repetition task Bates et al. showed a highly significant effect 

(p<.0001)  of priming by a preceding adjective. This effect was inhibitory for a 

discordant adjective as well facilitating for a concordant one, in comparison to a 

neutral adjective. The second main effect was a faster repetition of feminine nouns 

that could not be explained by the control variables, as there were for example the 

average word length, the appearance of fricatives or affricatives or the frequency of a 

noun in Italian. In fact, it was in conflict with the frequency counts of each type, which 

were higher for the masculine nouns used. 

The gender-monitoring task confirmed the effects of priming; except, the 

facilitation effect was no longer significant. Additionally a significant effect of 

transparency, a criterion that is met if the noun’s phonological marking is indicating 

its gender, was found to lead to faster reaction times, when the transparency 
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criterion is fulfilled. Further, an additional task in which the subject had to determine 

if an adjective-noun pair is grammatical or not yielded a faster repetition for 

grammatical sets (p < 0.001) than for ungrammatical. 

Within the utilization of these paradigms in the Bulgarian language the 

experimental setup was essentially changed. No prime was used within any task, as 

it was also done in a further Italian study by Bates, Devescovi, Pizzamiglio, D'Amico  

& Hernandez (1995). However as mentioned, both methods of single-word 

shadowing and gender monitoring were applied to address similar questions as in 

Bates et al. (1996). The result of the slightly changed setting is that the emphasis 

pointed no more at the process of lexical access within a priming context, but merely 

on the direct structure of the lexicon and its possibly included grammatical features. 

Within this focus, Andonova et al. (2004) addressed further additional issues. 

Is there an effect of semantic gender in this language, even if this had to be denied 

for Italian in Bates et al.’s (1995) study? This outcome could be easier to obtain in 

three gender languages, because the correlation of biological and grammatical 

gender is considered to be higher than in two gender languages and therefore could 

have constrained this effect in Italian (Andonova et al., 2004). Further, would it be 

possible to replicate the transparency effect? And at last, and most important for this 

work, will there be an interaction of the sex of the participant and the gender of the 

noun to process?  

The specific characteristics of the Bulgarian language make it particular 

interesting to address them. In Bulgarian gender is marked very persuasively, on 

nouns, adjectives, some verb-forms, numerals, pronouns, demonstratives, and 

articles. Therefore, one can assume that a Bulgarian speaker has to integrate an 

especially complex structure in his or her gender processing, because gender plays 

an important role in this language and thus one has to assume that eventual gender 

effects will be easier to experience in such a language. Especially, if the effect is 

caused by statistical effects, meaning that a Bulgarian speaker experiences 

proportionally more inflected forms, if the percentage of feminine versus masculine 

nouns varies.  

Additionally, due to its productive morphology, many nouns are derived from 

adjectives, leading to a larger average word length. Moreover, addressing the issue 
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of transparency, there exist many “mismatches”4, concerning the phonological shape 

of the word (Andonova et al., 2004). Thus, response times are increasing and the 

observation of effects becomes more apparent. The results obtained are the 

following. 

In contrast to the Italian study, Andonova et al. found a clear effect of 

semantic gender in and only in the gender-monitoring task, indicating that in a three-

gender language this factor has a higher “cue validity”. For grammatical gender, they 

found a main effect of faster reaction times for feminine in both tasks, as in the Italian 

study. At last, the hypothesis concerning the interaction of sex of the participant and 

gender of the target could be confirmed and an interaction-effect could be observed 

in the gender-monitoring task (p <.0001), for reaction times as well as response 

accuracy. This interaction could be specified in a particular direction. Men are 

making faster and more precise decisions when classifying masculine nouns, 

whereas women are better when dealing with feminine words. In the word-repetition 

condition this interaction just missed significance (p <.07). Nevertheless, further 

reanalyses of the data, using a regression approach, indicated that an interaction 

effect was present in the same direction, as illustrated in the figure below. 

 
 
Figure 1. Bulgarian interaction of grammatical gender and sex of the participant in the gender-
monitoring task, adopted from Andonova et al. (2004) 

                                                 
4 The most productive pattern for Bulgarian nouns is the consonantal ending of masculine nouns 
versus feminine endings in “a/ia” and neuter nouns ending in “o”, “e”, “u”. (Benatova, Boychinova, 
Benatova, 2002) 
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Motivated through these results a reanalysis of the Italian data of Bates et al.’s 

study (1995) was initiated to explore the naure of this interaction effect in other 

languages. It yielded an interaction effect, also present in the Italian study in the 

gender monitoring task (p<.02), unfortunately violating the homogeneity assumptions 

for the MANCOVA5. The calculated regression approach led to a significant 

contribution of the interaction effect, even if it was lower than with the Bulgarian 

participants, as one can observe in the figure below.  

 
Figure 2. Italian interaction of grammatical gender and sex of the participant in gender-monitoring 
task, adopted from Andonova et al. (2004) 

No effect was found in the word repetition condition. Andonova et al. 

concluded that the observed gender effects could be explained referring to the 

statistical differences according to the sex of the person. “This result reflects a

lifetime of experience in producing […] and listening […] to references about ones

[…]” (Andonova et al., p.26). This result is particularly enhanced, because the 

speaker pays particular interest to these utterances and overhears more speech

addressed to him or her. In addition, the Bulgarian language is supplied with such a

rich morphology that one has to pay more atten

 

elf 

 not 

 

tion to gender as in other languages. 

This v

                                                

iew competes against an alternative hypothesis in the Chomskian tradition, 

concluding that this effect is genetically determined for the different sexes (E. 

Andonova, personal communication, Fall 2004). In all aspects, the processing of 

 
5 Violating the assumptions of a MANCOVA is more serious than in the case of an ANOVA, which is 
relatively robust to such violations, leading to a more conservative behaviour of the test (Fidell & 
Tabachnick, 2000). 
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grammatical gender differs remarkably in different languages, especially between 

two and three gender languages. Hereby grammatical gender seems to play a 

weaker role in the former than in the later, maybe because grammatical gender is 

more highly correlated with semantic gender.  

The study of the two-gender language Italian concluded with the following 

remarks: Gender priming is a robust effect and at least to a certain degree prior 

word recognition. Further, it relates to mechanisms also active in everyday usage o

language and participants are 

to 

f 

not able to suppress them.6 The occurrence of 

inhibiti f 

ould 

 

 notion 

tal 

assum n of 

 

n the 

n the 

on is more robust than facilitation. All in one, findings implicate a mixture o

automatic versus controlled processes. The transparency-effect could be observed if 

the participant must reflect the nouns gender. Towards the issue of the location of 

priming in the process of word recognition, no exact facts could be identified, it w

be possible before the target is activated or after candidates are activated within the

lexicon. Regarding to the nature of the “lexicon” and possible implications for a 

model of grammatical processing, this study has also some inspiring comments to 

make, as it is illustrated next. 

An interesting aspect is that Bates et al. (1996) considered an alternative 

view, diverging from the standard theory to explain their findings. Hereby, the

standard model usually refers to a set of assumptions that are shared by nearly all 

models of the lexicon and the process of lexical access. The most fundamen

ption is that the process of word recognition corresponds to an activatio

entries in the lexicon, named by notions like “dictionary units” (Treisman, 1960) or 

“logogen” (Morton, 1969). These entries are considered to function in a similar way 

as an entry in a dictionary or an address pointing to a bit sequence in a computer 

memory. Additionally entries are connected by links functioning similarly to electric

cables spreading activation. To discover the characteristics, as for example 

questions of organization and modularity of possibly different lexica, the utilities of 

lexical decision task and priming, which were explained above, are applied. 

As we have seen, grammatical priming is certainly happening in many 

languages. As a consequence, we have to assume that there are links betwee

corresponding elements, as it is proposed by the standard theory. However, o

one hand, it would be harmful if all entries of the same gender are interconnected 
                                                 
6 This is somehow trivial, at least from a connectionist perspective, because where else shoul
mechanisms come from, if not from the use of language. 

d these 
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independent of the grammatical structure, as Bates et al.(1996) illustrate with the

following Italian exam

 

ple: “Perché la trova così bella, Giovanni ha invitado Maria alla 

festa. . to 

e 

 

lelland, 1988; 

MacDo

d another type of model. This approach is considered as an interactive-

activation model of language processing. Here inter-lexical relations, syntactic 

distributed in time. To accomplish all 

this, the approach makes use of the weight space of a hidden layer belonging to a 

simple

 

[Because herfem.-object-clitic finds so beautifulfem., Giovannimasc. invited Mariafem

the partyfem.]”. Here the processing of the noun “Giovanni” would be blocked, 

because the adjective “bella” has a feminine inflection. Alternatively, to include th

structural information in the lexicon would require the presence of almost the 

complete grammar, because of the dependence on syntactic information for 

discourse processing and related aspects. This eliminating of the border between 

grammar and lexicon was indeed put forward by a number of researchers with their

models (Bates, Elman & Li, 1994; Elman, 1993; Elman & McC

nald, Pearlmutter & Seidenberg, 1994; MacWhinney, 1989; Rumelhart & 

McClelland, 1986).  

However, Bates et al. deplored that within these approaches the classical 

notions of post- and prelexical processes lost much of their weight. Thus, they 

suppose

information and discourse context activate word candidates in a nonlinear manner. 

Further, activation is a continuous process and 

 recurrent network as developed by J. Elman (1990).  

These kinds of networks are trained with input sequences of sentences and 

are adjusting their connection weights to predict the next input. This results in a high

dimensional structure of the hidden nodes clustered by their similarity of the context 

they appear in. Reduced to three dimensions, the structure can be illustrated as 

follows: 
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of hidden-unit activation patterns as vectors in an n-dimensional 
state space. Lexical items are points in space, different regions correspond to grammatical categorie
of semantic features, adopted from Bates et al. (1996).  

s 

Even if similar words are clustered together, trajectories are developed to 

allow the prediction of a different but nevertheless syntactically (for example with a 

matching inflected form of gender) corresponding category. In Bates et al.’s view it 

has the nice effect of eliminating the need of a neural base line to interpret results as 

inhibitory or facilitative and preserves the border of grammar and lexicon, but as it 

will be outlined in this work the implications should go far beyond these points.                                 

Within the current study, a simple recurrent network (SRN, henceforth) is used 

to gather further insight into the implications for this type of model, in the context of 

priming, as well as in the case of the observed utility of gender effects, and 

observations are addressed for further theoretical consequences as the 

xicon. Accordingly, the next section will introduce 

the behaviour and usage of such models in more detail.   

Simple Recurrent Netw

most recent basic 

archite ly 

 

discrimination of grammar and le

orks and their Implications in Psycholinguistics 

The Class of simple recurrent networks are one of the 

ctures developed for language processing and acquisition, moreover certain

one of the most influential ones. This architecture is set up as a simple feed-forward 

three layer network, consisting of the normal input-, hidden-, and output-layer with an

additional feature; A further hidden layer, which functions as a context layer 

(therefore referred to as “context layer” henceforth), is attached. This function is 
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realised by recurrent connections to the hidden layer. The weights of these 

connections are fixed and supplied with a linear activation function. Hence, at every 

input step an exact copy of the hidden layer is projected to the context layer. By t

simple mech

his 

anism, the network is equipped with a one-state memory, providing the 

experi

 
Figure 

ms, 

0) 

ns to 

 

d 

 the ongoing debate of nature 

versus nurture in language acquisition, especially the logical problems of language 

acquisition (Mac Whinney, 2001; Elman & Lewis, 2001; Gold,1967) and its 

ence of time. By the recurrent interaction, this memory can consist even of 

several time-steps. For a graphical illustration of such architectures, see the figure 

below. 

 

Output-Layer 

 Hidden-Layer 

 Context-Layer  

Input-Layer 

4. A simple recurrent network 

The task of this net now is to predict the next input. Therefore, it can be 

trained according to the Backpropagation algorithm (Rumelhardt, Hinton & Willia

1986) in an unsupervised manner by feedback connections. 

This kind of network is heavily used for tasks in psycholinguistics. A few of 

them should be mentioned here: The most basic task as carried out by Elman (199

takes place on the level of words. Here the network is able to provide implicatio

the question of how a connectionist notion of word could be developed. The input 

vectors are coded according to different features as consonant or vowel, and place

(for detailed explanation see Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986) in a distributive 

manner, representing different phonemes. During training, the network is more an

more able to predict the next phoneme, while the input sequence of one word is 

discovered. 

A leading role was occupied by this model in
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acquis t 

age 

ute to 

 

cent also allowed 

models in bilingual language acquisition (French, 1998) to make implications for a 

lexicon in which 

n the 

s 

, 

 and so forth. Additionally categories that are more pragmatic can be 

observ

ayer 

ightly 

ed 

 

 

ly 

 

pectively, 

                                                

ition properties were modelled quite successfully. This was despite the fac

that theoretical linguists argued that statistical algorithms are infeasible for langu

learning (Miller & Chomsky, 1963).  

In these networks, a localistic coding was applied and the task for the SRN 

was to predict the successive words in a sentence. In addition, a significant trib

the critical period in language acquisition could be made (Elman, 1995) by observing 

that the network has to be trained with simple sentences first to make it possible to

learn constructions that are more complex. Studies that are more re

rules for different languages are able to coexist. 
In the present study, the author also uses a SRN with locally coded input 

vectors7; this means that each input node corresponds to a particular word. SRNs of 

this kind show some interesting structural properties in the hidden nodes. Whe

network has successfully extracted the statistics of the input, the hidden nodes 

structure can be analysed by cluster-analysis, using the Euclidian distance to 

measure the similarity of the activation patterns. This reveals that the network form

clusters similar to those of word classes from linguistics, as there are noun, verb

adjective

ed, like humans versus nonhumans or transitive versus intransitive verbs and 

the like. Furthermore, the principle component analysis (PCA) of the hidden l

revealed that slightly different patterns are active for the same input vector in sl

different contexts; therefore, one could infer that the network has also develop

something like an episodic memory. In this storage, the “meaning” of the words is

determined through their relations and distances to other patterns, a principle similar

to “wordnet” (Miller, Chodorow & Leacock, 1998). 

For the purposes of this study, what makes its characteristics particular

useful is that it is of course also able to recognize agreement patterns and can 

implement inflectional rules. As introduced above, this work tries to model the gender

effects that could be observed in the studies of Bulgarian and Italian gender effects. 

These were made in the scope of gender effects in a grammatical context and 

effects of grammatical gender interacting with the sex of the participant, res

 
7 Additionally it should be noted that one could use distributed representation as well to reject doubts 
about the biological plausibility of this kind (Elman, 1995). 
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and thus it is an essential property a network needs to be able to model this task. 

The concrete model used here is described in the next paragraph. 

Modeling Gender in a Simple Recurrent Network 

This simulation tries to model the gender effects found in Bulgarian and Italian

as closely as possible, making use of the assumption that these effects are due to a 

statistical difference in the input of a person. These variations are additionally 

studied within this scope using German data. The outcomes are discussed in ter

of an “integrative-activation” model of language processing as also brought up by

Bates et al. (1996) in terms of priming; however in this work it is considered as an 

alternative view on lexical access and the boundary between grammar and the 

lexicon. 

 

ms 

 

As mentioned, the subject of this model is a SRN, as it will be described in this 

section. It is remarkable this model will make it possible to study the gender 

tion effect without having interference from covariates, which had to be 

contro

further 

Bulgarian study). Thus, frequency effects should be observable, 

 to the 

notion he 

re 

Additionally, because of the localistic coding used by this network, variances from 

“marker-gender mismatch”12 can be excluded as possible covariates. 

 

nally excludes 

                                                

interac

lled in the psycholinguistic experiments above. The following variables 

contributed a significant variance even after all other predictors were controlled: 

Several semantic predictor variables as “humanity”8and “semantic gender”9, 

the “length" of the word10. Whereas, all variance one can observe in the model 

should be an effect of the statistical characteristics of the input (controlled as 

“frequency”11 in the 

even if the notion of frequency during network training relates somehow more

 used in the Bulgarian study; this was an introspectively assigned value of t

Bulgarian participants, in contrast to the Italian study, where frequency counts we

taken out of corpora (see Andonova et al., 2004, for further explanations). 

These facts give us the opportunity to assign effects from our SRN directly to

an effect of frequency; thus supporting the hypothesis that statistical differences are 

causing the interaction-effects observed by Andonova et al.. It additio

 
8 Contributed only a significant effect (p<.05) in the word-recognition task. 
9 Contributed only a significant effect (p<.001) in the gender-monitoring task. 
10 This variable was significant in both tasks (p<.001). 
11 This variable was significant in both tasks (p<.01, respectively p<.05 in word recognition). 
12 This variable was significant in both tasks (p<.001). 
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the also possible hypothesis referring to imaginable social explanations, like the one 

that a human has more sympathy for objects of his or her own sex. Therefore, the 

main idea is to use this possibility and train a SRN with a small sub-grammar of 

different languages with biased input to validate if it is possible that such effects 

could occur just driven by different input percentages during the learning process. 

ch 

 

Methods 

14

                                                

The second focus lies on the implications for the “integrated-activation” approa

that can be contributed by this study and will be discussed in the last section of this

work. 

First of all, the most fundamental part consists of the construction of the input 

vectors to train the network. Thus, this topic is described at the beginning of this 

section. The task includes the formation of sentences according to different 

grammars and vocabularies and a translation process from these sentences into a 

localistic vector scheme. The grammars and vocabularies for all three languages are 

built up as follows. 

Constructing the grammars and vocabularies of the three target languages. 

All of them were constructed out of a common rule-set to generate simple 

main clauses of one noun- and one verb-phrase. In all languages the SVO word 

order is accepted, thus the basic configuration looks the same in all languages: 

13

However, due to the null-subject parameter, the NP is optional in Italian and 

Bulgarian. Adjectives are inserted in respect to the particular word formation in each 

language in the noun phrase, as well as adverbs in the verb phrase. 

For German these rules are: 

VP      ⇒ V (adv)(NPaccusative) 

 
13  See 13

14  Capital Symbols are non-terminal symbols, whereas small symbols are terminals. Symbols in 
brackets denote optionally. “* “- denotes a Kleene-star (zero or more occurrences) NP ≈ noun phrase; 
VP ≈ verb phrase; Det ≈ determiner; ADJ ≈ adjective; ADV ≈ adverb 

NP   det NP⇒ det

NPdet  ⇒ (ADJ) NPdet
NPdet  ⇒ noun 
NPaccusative ⇒ detaccusative NPdet/accusative

 

S     ⇒ NP VP ”.” 

ADJ    adj (ADJ) ⇒
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The recursive rules cause no computational problems, because to all rules a 

percentage value is assigned, according to which the sentences are generated by 

the “vectorbuilder” - tool, which is described below. That is also the principle to 

implement the percentage differences in gender. In the concrete realization o

grammar, see the A

f the 

ppendix C, a single rule for each gender is formed, for example 

“NP_T

by the 

d in 

there 

r and 

gory where inflection takes 

place at the subject position. Consider “Ich gehe.”[I am going.] versus “Der Junge 

geht.” [The boy is going.] as an example, where in the first sentence, it makes no 

difference if the subject is masculine or feminine, whereas in the second one it does, 

because the determiner is marked for gender. An SRN has no chance to find out 

which sex the subject has, unless a marked for is given to it, therefore all input is 

confined to the third persons, to overcome the missing semantic referent.  

]” in 

. 

s, 

                                                

SG > detSGM NPdetTSGM 12%;”. In this rule an NP agreeing to a third-

person-singular (TSG) verb phrase, is transformed to a determiner in singular-

masculine (SGM) and an NPdet also agreeing to the TSG inflection inherited 

verb phrase, of course it is of masculine gender (TSGM), also. This rule is applie

12% of all cases, were a rule with NP_TSG at right hand side is expanded.  

The Vocabulary from which terminals of different categories are chosen 

consists of a total of 66 different symbols15. Split up in different categories, as 

are, four nouns of all three genders masculine, feminine and neuter, in singula

plural. Further, six verbs, namely two intransitive, four verbs are as well used in 

transitive as intransitive contexts, are included. Note that only forms of the third 

forms are included, for the reason that this is the only cate

We have five different determiners, in singular “der[themasc.], die[thefem] , 

das[theneuter.]“, in plural it is the same for each gender, namely „die[thePL.]“. 

Furthermore, one additional determiner is present in the accusative condition in 

which they are called “den[themasc./acc.], die[thefem.], das[theneuter.]” and “die[thePL

the plural. Included are also, five adjective in singular and plural and marked forms 

for the accusative, like in “den grünen Bäumen” […themasc./acc greenPL.masc./acc trees]

Additionally five adverbs are present. The exact vocabulary is observable in 

Appendix C, also. 

For Italian there is a slightly different placement of the adjectives and adverb

because there are adjectives, that can be placed either before or behind the noun 
 

15 Please note, that same words in different categories are handled as the same input, see 
McWhinney, (2001) for an additional model realised in this form. 
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phrase. This sometimes also changes their meanings in different positions. 

Therefore, two adjectives were always placed in front of the noun phrase, three 

either before or behind the noun phase (a constellation proposed by R. Cichy, 

personal communication, September 2004). Additionally, adjectives are marked 

according to gender. A further increase of rules for Italian is to be formulated, 

because of a richer category system in the vocabulary of the determiners. In 

particular, there are five different determiners for singular (see footnote 2) and three 

for the plural. This results in a total of 71 different input vectors. Also for Italian, an 

overview of the applied grammar should be given below. 

s has to 

g 

 

constit

v)(NP) VP      ⇒ V (ad
NP   det NPdet⇒
NPdet  ⇒ (ADJ) NPdet 
NP   ⇒ NPdet det ADJ 

 
In the Bulgarian language, a more drastic increase of different symbol

be taken into account to build an equivalent sentence structure, because it has the 

richest morphology of all three and it is a three-gender language like German. The 

number of different symbols here is 111. This is due to the pervasive gender 

marking, especially considering definite articles. This article is realized as a markin

suffix, either on the noun or, if present, on the adjective (Benatova, Boychinova & 

Antova, 2002). Moreover, in the masculine and definiteness inflected adjectives a 

further distinction is made for the noun in subject- versus object position. At last, all

determiners are non-ambiguous, thus a new vector has to be generated for every 

NPdet  ⇒ noun 
ADJ   ⇒ adj (ADJ)* 

 

uent of each pattern. The schematic summary of the rules applied are: 

 

VP      ⇒ V (adv) (NPobj) 
NPsubj  ⇒ ADJdet/subj NP 
NPsubj  ⇒ NPdet
NPdet  ⇒ noundet 
NP  ⇒ noun
NPobj  ⇒ ADJdet/obj NP
NPobj  ⇒ noundet
ADJ   ⇒ adjdet (ADJ)* 
ADJdet/subj ⇒ adjdet/subj (ADJ)* 
ADJdet/obj ⇒ adjdet/obj (ADJ)* 
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The next section gives an overview of the process of extracting valid 

percentages of gender for the training set. 

Extracting percentages from

t one 

 

ker, if it 

 

ch 

er.  

 the 

 “functional lexical grammar” (Bresnan, 1982), are 

only a

 

rails, even more drastic if one would like to do this in respect of the context, for 

examp

sed 

on nouns and their corresponding gender. This seems to be more reasonable, 

because even most of the primitive parsers are able to assign the category noun 

properly, and are available at least for German or Italian. Further, if a word can not 

be classified it is marked as proper noun in nearly all of the cases. This less 

 corpora. 

As one of the most difficult steps, reasonable percentages have to be 

extracted out of representative corpora for all languages. To pass this task, wha

need to do, is to find representative corpora of conversations throughout all 

developmental steps, relevant for language acquisition. Afterwards the gender of the

subject of each sentence has to be extracted in respect to the sex of the spea

is an utterance made by the observed person. Otherwise, in case of sentences 

listened to by the observed person the gender of the addressed person has to be

determined. As it will have become clear to the reader, this is a hopeless task, not 

realizable in this way nowadays, for the following particular reasons; for Bulgarian, 

one language involved in this work, there is only a small amount corpora resear

and, none of this is dealing with developmental studies in a conversational mann

To extract the subject of a sentence, a parser is needed, which is supplied 

with some kind of feature structure including such concepts. Those parsers, like

ones developed in the tradition of

vailable for “common” research languages as German. The additional 

drawback is that these parsers are much too slow to parse bigger corpora. 

Additionally disambiguation, caused by incomplete and non-word utterances, which 

occur especially in child language, would have to be done by hand, what is 

impossible. To complicate extraction process further, Italian and Bulgarian are 

among the so-called subject-drop languages, in which the subject can be omitted 

and has to be inferred from the inflectional properties of the verb. As illustrated, the

hope of being able to extract a subject out of a sentence has to be rejected after a 

few t

le to determine the sex of a referent, referred to from a pronoun.  

However, a more realistic approach would be to parse the data a little bit more 

sloppily, disclaiming the exact concept of subject, and to count percentages ba
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conservative behaviour makes it possible to exclude real non-words and to include

miss-pronounced words, as often done by children, by hand after the extraction 

phase. Furthermore, in German we have no marking affixes attached to the noun

contrast to Bulgarian for example. This fact is able to reduce the number of differe

nouns. At last, in the German language we have the additional advantage tha

personal pronouns are not ambiguous, well defined and can therefore be easily 

included in the statistics, which is especially critical. A last important aspect is the 

mentioned null-subject parameter that takes place in Italian and Bulgarian and 

aggravates a possible analysis.  

For these reasons this study concentrates on the extraction of percentages

German, because it appears to be the least ambiguous and in this respect the m

 

, in 

nt 

t 

 for 

ost 

rigidly structured of the three. Afterwards, these counts are transferred to the other 

languages under the assumption that proportions between utterances of different 

gender in different languages will not vary significantly. For the two-gender language 

Italian this is especially crucial, because it has to be assumed that the neuter forms 

can be transferred equally distributed over the other genders, as it is described in 

detail below. Even if this is not satisfactory at last, it seems to be the best one can 

do.  

The most elaborate source of corpora suited for language acquisition studies 

seems to be CHILDS-system developed by MacWhinney (CHILDES), among others, 

also reported conversations in German and Italian16 can be found. All data is 

available in CHAT format17, which enables us to analyse utterances of the target 

child and other participants separately Further a parser called MOR18 for different 

languages is available. In a first step all German files, available at the CHILDES 

homepage, are parsed. Because of a strong bias towards female target children, 

only these can be taken for frequency approximations, whereas male data is 

excluded. Also excluded are 96 files of data, because of a differently used notation 

and an impossibility to merge these two schemes together after the analysis. Over all 

869 files are taken over into the analysis of noun phrases. From these files, counts of 

nouns and pronouns were conducted. These were handled separately for child 

                                                 
16 Unfortunately, the Italian corpora had to be excluded, because of the null-subject parameter, as it is 
explained above. 
17 See CHILDES homepage listed in the reference section for further explanations of the used 
notation-scheme. 
18 See http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/mor/ 
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utterances and child directed utterances.19 For illustration, converting the data to 

excel-format, revealed the following structure for a thirty of most uttered words: 

                                                 
19 Since an overwhelming majority of utterances not made by the child are addressed to it, no further 
separations were made. In addition, one has to take the impossibility of an automatic context analysis  
into account. 
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Figure 5. CHILDS data analysis of the 30 most spoken words by the target-child. 
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Figure 6. CHILDS data analysis of the 30 most spoken words to the target-child. 
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An important question has to be raised at this point. At it becomes clear from 

the observed figures, a clear domination of references pointing to the child can be 

observed. Also clear is that we are observing a much larger amount of d

referents as we are able to model in the network. To be exact 2936 different as

or pronoun marked words are uttered by the target-child, and 6256 differentiated 

ones were formulated directed to this child. Therefore, it is questionable if we 

include all nouns, not referring to the target, summed up against utterances pointing

at the target-child. Another reasonable way would be to include only the most u

nouns of each category into the analysis. The critical aspect in this issue lies in the 

divergence in the concept of reference. In the former procedure, all summarised 

nouns would correspond to one single referent, due to the localistic coding of input 

vectors, whereas otherwise, the emphasis lies on the one-to-tone correspondence o

referents, but much influence from many different nouns onto one inflectional pattern

is lost and the bias may be heavier as it should be.  

Herein, the decision is made towards 

ifferent 

 noun 

should 

 

ttered 

f 

 

the one to one correspondence of 

referen

the fact that a particular referent is used heavily, influencing the 

whole 

sed, according to the principles, defined above. As 

illustrated in the figures below, in German the main percentage for each gender is: 

s.20 For the four highest 

ranked  

frequent words. In masculine gender the distribution is, 56%, 17%, 15% and 12% 

and for neuter 31%, 25%, 22% and 22%. For German the first three values for this 

category are included in the grammar at the level of singular versus plural 
                                                

ts, because the goal is to model the response to particular nouns used in 

everyday language and summarising them in categories during an analysis 

afterwards, as done in the studies on which this work is based. Therefore, it is 

important to bias 

category, in contrast to the fact that the categories are used in different 

proportions.  

The accumulated data, observable in the Appendix E, revealed that the 

following percentages should be u

79% feminine forms, 15% masculine and 6% neuter form

 words within each category, it can be said that the distributions among the

feminine forms are: 86% for the highest ranked and 9%, 3%, 2% for the three less 

 
20 A few additional assumptions had to be made to make the analysis possible. First, referents were 
counted, rather than words. For example in child directed speech, different names are used, because 
differently named target children appear in the different conversations. Thus, all references to the 
target-child are summed up and taken as one word. Because, the child utterances made only 28,5% 
of the data (versus 71,5% of utterances from other persons), the percentages gained from the 
different analysis pieces were confounded and weighted according to the frequency bias. 
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formation21 (as observable in the Appendix C). The specified percentages of words

are specified in the vocabulary. The same configuration is transferred to B

 

ulgarian. 

For Italian, a few transformations are to be done, yielding the following 

percentages.22 82% feminine constructions versus 18% masculine ones. The 

feminine pattern is split up into two different patterns, according to frequencies of 

72% and 10% of all sentences, because of the different determiner. The first 

category is bias with a frequency of 93% of the first item, 4% and 3% for the other 

ones. The second feminine cluster includes frequencies of 75%, 17% and 8%. 

(Please note that the bias of this category is much smaller in respect to the relative 

category, because it is occurring with a lot smaller frequency.) In the masculine 

categories, three different patterns have to be defined; hereby a masculine sentence 

is appearing in 18% of the sentences. The first category has a percentage of 10%, 

and its items are biased with 82% and 18%. The second pattern has 5% and items 

e last one appears in 3% of all sentences and its 

items are weighted with 60% versus 40%.   

t 

 

 is 

lso by 

 of 

weighted with 58% and 42%. Th

In all other categories, the vocabulary is assumed to be equally distributed. At 

last, the modifications were only applied for the subject position, as in the objec

position all genders are equally likely, but percentages of words in each category 

remain biased.23

After the extraction phase, the next step is to generate the training sets. This

is done with a java application programmed for the use with SRNs by the author. It

described in the following section. Afterwards, an analysis can be performed a

utilizing the mentioned package. 

The Vectorbuilder toolkit for simple recurrent networks.  

This toolkit is programmed as a Java package, packed together from four 

different functional components called “letter” and “vector” for handling these kinds

                                                 
21 This requires the next simplification: It is expected that the speaker refers equally often to himself in 
the first person singular and plural or that both average out over utterances from others and from th
target-person. Of course, an assumption which can be assumed to be violated to some degree. 

e 

he 

22 For Italian the neuter category is distributed equally onto both genders. Distributing all items over 
the Italian clusters, the total percentages of occurrence for each item is calculated and transferred to 
the new cluster scheme. [ P(Item) = P(Sentencegender) * P(Itemgender) ] 
23 Again a further unsatisfying simplification, this time caused another time by the impossibility of 
determining if the nouns were used in subject or object position. This assumption is based on t
reasoning that direct references like “I….” and “You….” (both referring to the target-person) are more 
heavily used than these referents in object position. 
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data and “analyser” and “generator” to generate training sentences and analysing 

the output of an SRN. The schematic illustration can be observed below. 

Vectorbuilder 

vector letter 

analyser generator 

 

Figure 7. The Vectorbuilder package. 

The “letter”-package provides classes to define a grammar and a vocabulary. 

The co

 a 

defined translation scheme. Thus, it is also able to handle localistic as well as 

distributed and overlapping items. Further a file is printed, giving the desired output 

rresponding objects can be read out from a file, concrete notations are 

defined in the documentation, which is attached in the Appendix A (also all other 

objects and methods are described there). The “generator” operates on these 

objects to generate a particular amount of sentences and writes them into another 

file. By calling a translation object, defined in the “vector”-package, the sentences 

can also be converted into the vector-format and written to a file. The”vector”-

package provides the classes to instantiate objects in vector-format and to read

translation-scheme out of a file, to supply the translation object defined here. The 

“analyser”-package is constructed to evaluate an output of an SRN.  

According to a given test sequence the outputs of the SRN are read into an 

“input”-object of the “Vectorbuilder” and analysed. For analysing two methods are 

applicable. The first one is used to compare each output vector to a category cluster 

and sums up all activation values of nodes inclusive in the categories, according to a 

given translation scheme. This procedure serves as a kind of labelling process to 

identify the items corresponding to the received output. This procedure can work on 

labels like single items as “dog” or with categories like “noun”, depending on the 
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and all activation values of the defined clusters. The other analysis operates on the 

first and calculates an average activation of all items corresponding to a category, 

when this category is the requested output of the SRN in the test sequence. Hen

it serves as a kind of error measure, where more activation of the corresponding 

output nodes means less error, because the nodes to predict have to be activate

accordingly. Again, the categories of corresponding items can be set arbitrarily 

depending on the focus of interest; possible categories would be “ver

ce, 

d 

b” or “verb 3rd 

person si

For all languages the training set contains about 75000 generated inputs, 

because of the probabilistic nature of the generation process, equivalent sentences 

cannot be excluded, but are unlikely to appear, given a theoretically infinite amount 

of different sentences. The training process lasts at least five epochs, but varied 

because of different characteristics of each language, as specified below.  

All SRNs are tested with fixed weights on a sequence of sentences to validate 

their behaviour in handling agreement patterns. These test sentences are supplied 

with pre-sentences, in front of the test-sentences, to load the activation into the 

hidden layer [A practice that is indispensable for the work with SRNs (Elman, 1990)]. 

The test sentences include all nouns (in singular and plural) in subject position after 

an adjective and a determiner, if not only realised as suffix; no object phrase was 

appended. The verb to complete the sentence and the adjective are randomly 

chosen and the same in every phrase.24

The used simple recurrent network.  

has 11

hidden layers (as first used 

                                                

ngular”. (For illustrational proposes example files are included at the appendix 

F.)   

The training- and the test-sentences.  

The architecture used in this study is a SRN, which consists of 644 nodes. It 

2 input- and output nodes and a hidden- and context layer of 175 nodes. An 

important extension of the basic SRN is that it has two compression layers of 35 

nodes interposed after the input- and before the output layer, respectively. This 

construction makes it possible for the network to overcome the localistic 

representations and to construct distributed ones in the 

 
24As every word in the categories is appearing with the same frequency, no difference is to be 
expected between them. 
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in Lewis & Elman, 2001). As mentioned before, the localistic coding is just used for 

simplif  

o allow 

-

he 

y 

 

ication in the analysis and to omit the question of defining a particular feature

structure. However, it results in a sparse activation of the hidden layer and thus 

constrains the development of a distributed and overlapping activation space t

a category development within the hidden layer. The reduction-layers force a re

representation of the localistic input in a distributed manner, which also reduces t

overall connections to and from the hidden layer within the network. 

The network is programmed and trained in “tlearn”, a software developed b

Elman and Plunkett (1997) and available as shareware in the internet (Tlearn, 1997). 

The programming code of the SRN can be observed in the Appendix B, as well as a

schematic illustration of this network below. 

  

Figure 8. The SRN used in this study 

It is trained on a notebook, supplied with an intel celeron CPU of 1,3GHz and 

256 megabyte of RAM. Training time for only epoch of 75000 sentences on this 

machine is around one hundred minutes. Thus, even if tlearn is one of the fastest 

training programs for feed-forward networks, it is nevertheless a quite consuming 

task to train this small network for all three languages.  
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Re
r 

 

 

) 

 Italian training set.  

 

sults 
At first, there is one common feature of all the training processes: The erro

curve during training has one similar pattern in all languages. More specific, it drops 

to a level around .9 in the first few hundred sweeps, then it remains relatively

constant for a longer period (five to ten epochs dependent on the nature of the 

input). In a third phase the network jumps into an “oscillating” behaviour and the

error is reduced by approximately .2 again. After a few more epochs, this error 

remains constant and the best available approximation to the input is reached. If 

training is not successful, because of a too complex input (compare to Elman, 1993

this last step in behaviour is not reached. An example of a successful behaviour is 

given below, with the error curve of this SRN trained with an

 
Figure 9.

ible 

ation is that the error remains constant over the time, in which the categories 

are de  

e 

 An error-curve of the SRN during the complete training period 

This behaviour contrasts with simpler networks not using compression layers 

as in more basic tasks described in the introduction, which is more linear. A poss

interpret

veloped in the compression layer, until the nodes in the compression layer can

be adjusted in a successful manner to allow the hidden units to build a satisfying 

category structure. If, the input is too complex this step cannot be performed and th

network fails. 
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Evaluation of the German data. 

The first language this network is trained with is German. The training set 

consists of 75,000 inputs in 11,788 sentences, therefore the mean sentence length 

about 6.36 words. All sentences were generated according

is 

 to the grammar 

describ

 

n 

ed in section “Constructing the grammars and vocabularies of the three target 

languages.”. The last phase of training as described above is induced at about 

350,000 inputs, but the training is continued until a total of ten epochs is reached.

The test sentences were constructed as described at page 29, thus it contains about 

120 vectors, 24 of them code nouns. An example sentence is “der bunte hund ist. 

[the colourful dog eats.]”. A first analysis by the “vectorbuilder” as overall-activatio

for all types of nouns revealed the first interesting pattern:  

Average activation of the plural noun category, if to Average activation of the singular noun category, 
predict.

0,61225

0,10525
0,07300

masculine feminine neuter

if to predict.

0,84100

0,01875

masculine feminine neuter

0,65425

 

n the pattern in the singular condition matches 

the ps

ences 

position for masculine, namely “den [themasc./acc.]”, whereas, in feminine and neuter 

forms this determiner is the same. Here, the SRN is additionally confronted with the 

task to incorporate the additional masculine inflected determiner into the masculine 

inflection rule. This is especially hard because no further evidence is given in form of 

Figure 10. The German category activation graph 

At this surface level, the patter

ycholinguistic data for Bulgarian: The masculine nouns are severely impaired, 

whereas the neuter nouns are not suffering from the strong majority of feminine 

inputs.  

However, if one examines the data below the surface, a factor that influ

this result is that this is due to the use of a special-inflected determiner in the object 
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an unambiguous inflected adjective for the masculine pattern. Thus, the uniform use

of the neuter inflection pattern is an important factor involved in their suc

 

cessful 

behaviour in the competition between each other. As it will be discussed later, this 

competition is always present between the different rules. 

In the plural form acquired because of 

the ambiguous determiner “die [the

Add form recede he same ctive for only the pure

statistic of the nouns accounts for the result. Nevertheless, th es for masc

and neuter are closer than their statistical appea e in the i n respect to

fact nt of r inputs uch less t

exact, fifteen percent masculine versus six percent feminine would relate to an 

activation value of .0421 for neuter forms, when uline fo e activated 

.10525, however the neuter form’s activation is at .073. Thus, the experience of 

infl rns re partially overlappin em to pl important ru

also at this place, as it will become 

especially in Italian. 

arize  this first analysis, the hypothesis of an interaction effect 

due to

r 

ess 

s in 

 as 

summarised in the table below. 

Howev er 
                                                

s, the masculine inflection rule could be 

fem.]” that is used for all nouns in plural form. 

itionally, all s are p d by t  adje m, so  

e valu uline 

ranc nput, i  the 

 that the cou neute  is m han for masculine forms. To be 

 masc rms ar with 

ectional-patte (that a g) se ay an le 

even more significant in the other languages, 

To summ  after

 statistical bias in the input clearly appeared, as one could expect out of the 

strong input bias. Further small and language-specific characteristics can result in 

large effects in the predicting behaviour. Additionally, the observation of the 

complete analysis of each sentence confirms these findings and revealed no strong 

variance in the activation values25 of items in one category, when a particular cluste

has to be predicted. Otherwise, the averaging of values would become meaningl

in respect to a mean-variance ratio26, which reflects a successfully developed 

category space in the hidden layer.  

The second question to verify concerns the behaviour of the different noun

one category. Therefore, another analysis was performed taking each input word

one cluster, thus no summation of activation values occurred here. All activation 

values of the corresponding input nouns are 

er, the plural forms are excluded, because the ambiguous use of determin
 

25 The “analyseToFile()” method of the “vectorbuilder” summarises corresponding activation of item
of the cluster which has to be predicted. 

s 

()”- 
method of the Vectorbuilder-tool. This output summarises the output values of nodes belonging to a 
particular grammatical category and calculates the mean value over items in that category and further 
over the number of appearance of that cluster in the test sequence. 

26 The term mean-variance ratio refers to the output of the „analyseCategoryActivationFromFile
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and adjectives lead to an unsatisfactory predicting behaviour, as illustrated abov

because no inflectional patterns could be extended from these forms

e, 

 

27. 

Table 1. 
German noun activation for the items in singular 

MSG NOUN1 NOUN2 NOUN3 NOUN4 PERCENTAGES
hund (dog) .002 .002 .002 .002 .084

apfel (apple) .001 .001 .001 .001 .0255
mann (man) .003 .003 .003 .003 .0225
riese (giant) .003 .003 .003 .003 .018

FSG   
katze (cat) .785 .785 .785 .785 .6794

birne (pear) .064 .064 .064 .064 .0711
frau (women) .006 .006 .006 .006 .0237
ameise (ant) .001 .001 .001 .001 .0158

NSG   
kind (child) .156 .156 .156 .156 .0279

fahrrad 
(bycicle) 

.124 .124 .124 .124 .0225

auto (car) .101 .101 .101 .101 .0198
haus (house) .097 .097 .097 .097 .0198

 

In this table the first five columns report the activation value for all four nouns 

of each category (NOUN1…NOUN4 in masculine singular [MSG], feminine singular 

[FSG] and neuter singular [NSG]). The last column reviews the percentage with 

which each word appears in the training set. First, please note that the responses to 

each noun in one category are exactly the same, for the reason that the context is 

not changing from sentence to sentence, as discussed within the issue of small 

variance above. To determine if the high percentage of one word in the category 

improves the performance of the other members, one has to compare the activation 

values in respect to the percentage counts. It seems that the activation value of 

“birne”[pearfem] for example, which is .06794 has improved in comparison to the 

masculine word “hund”[dogmasc], which is appearing with an approximately equal 

percentage, but is activated with only .002.  

However, compared to a category with equally distributed percentages, a 

suppressing effect has to be assumed. This is concluded, because the activation 

value is about two times higher in neuter forms than it is in the case of “birne”, 
                                                 
27 An example: “Die bunten Hunde...[thePL colourful dogsmasc.]“, „Die bunten Ameisen... [thePL colourful 
antsfem.]“, „Die bunten Kinder... [thePL colourful childrenneuter]“   
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whereas the percentage is three times lower for the neuter forms. At last, there 

exists an additional doubt about the assumption of facilitation, for the reason that it is 

questionable if one can take the values of masculine nouns into consideration at all, 

because as it can be observed, the network failed to learn this pattern completely. 

Therefore, the assumption that other inputs of the biased f ne categor

improved has to be rejected in this case.  

Nevertheless, it could perhaps improve the behaviour in the case of priming, 

because one could assume a stronger trajectory from the determiner to the category 

it belongs to the source of priming as it was also proposed by Bates et al. (1996). To 

investigate this question, there are two more advanced methods to analyse, not only 

the output of the SRN, but also the structure of the weights, which have developed 

during the training in the hidden layer. Of course, this space is much too high 

dimensional as it would be directly analysable, as one can do in the case of the 

output layer. To reduce its dimensionality the methods of cluster analysis or PCA can 

be applied to observe only these dimensions that account for the highest variance. 

First, the cluster-graph is discussed here, as included below. 

emini y are 
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feminine 
singular

masculine 
singularneuter 

singular
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Figure 11. The German Cluster Analysis 

ch), all 

 plural noun branch the genders 

merged, caused by the ambiguous articles and non-inflected adjectives. One further 

observation is that the masculine- and feminine category are closer together than 

each of them is to the neuter category. This illustrates that they are indeed in rivalry 

about the same region of the hidden layer. In this competition, the feminine inflection 

pattern is obviously successful because of its higher frequency and its uniform 

inflection pattern (in contrast to the masculine one, which has a different article in the 

accusative case). The advantage of the neuter form lies in there homogeneous 

frequency, as one can reveal by a PCA-conduction.  

Despite some exceptions (like “der”[themasc.] within the noun plural bran

categories are at a common branch. However, at the
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Figure 12. German PCA 2D 

This shows that the neuter category is the most compact of all three with the 

smallest variation on both dimensions. This fact becomes even clearer if one 

imension, as done below. considers an additional d
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dog ( masc. Pl.) 

Figure 13. German PCA 3D 

In this orientation it becomes visible that on the third principle component the 

mascu  line noun with the highest frequency, namely “hund”[dogmasc.] has a diverging

activation pattern from all other nouns in its category. The same happens with the 

other unbalanced category, the feminine one, even if not to such an extreme degree, 

as it can be observed below.  
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cat ( fem. Sg.) 

Figure 14. German PCA 3D with orientation shift 

 

hat 

the categories 

(as it becomes evident in the case of the neuter category). At this place, an 

extension of the statistical hypothesis from Andonova et al. can be made. In three 

gender languages we can assu  variance in the masculine and 

feminine categories, because we have the subject itself in here, plus persons, 

r a long period and especially during its chi

r, father, brother  sister and so forth. In the neuter category, more 

as to be assume his should help this category to develop and 

In this case the diverging component is the first PCA in the case of 

„katze“[catfem.]. The higher frequency for this category has resulted in a less 

divergent category and more successful activation values for all belonging words. 

To sum up, the quite promising first results need to be relativitzed when one

takes a closer look at the input data. So, what is left after all? It can be stated t

the different gender agreement patterns compete with each other. Further, equally 

distributed percentages seem to improve the acquisition process of 

me to have much more

referred to ove ldhood, in its environment, 

like a mothe , or

uniformity h d. T
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contrib

 

r 

 

w 

 

 27 categories. Thus, the error curve shows a slightly 

different form. The third phase of training is not reached until the 10th epoch and the 

decrease of the error as well as the amplitude of oscillation is much smaller when 

this phase is entered. Even after 15 epochs (corresponding to 1125000 input 

vectors) the behaviour for the agreement patterns is still too poor. Only the feminine 

agreement could be acquired, as it is illustrated in the table below. 

Table 2. 
The failed Bulgarian SRN 

utes to an explanation of the fast reaction times and small error in this 

category.  

Of course, these statements have to remain highly speculative, but we should

remember, that we had to exclude thousands of nouns to conform to the referent 

notion, which results in a heavily biased input. One could imagine that, with an 

extended SRN and a less biased input in terms of categories (not Items), and furthe

a higher variance in the masculine and the feminine category, a contribution to the

psycholinguistic results could be made. This extended SRN would hopefully sho

the same scheme of behaviour as it does for the overall activation in singular, 

namely a smallest error in the gender of the “sex” of the SRN and additionally a quite

good result for neuter forms, despite their low frequency, and at last with a 

successful learning for all agreement patterns and for all words.  

Hopefully, a further insight into the processing mechanisms can be gained 

with a more complex language. Thus, the next section should show if these 

assumptions can be extended in a different language. Even more, in a very special 

language as it is the Bulgarian one, which is also the source of the examined 

interaction effects. 

Evaluation of the Bulgarian data 

This data set is much harder to acquire for the network. As said above, we 

have 111 different inputs, in

CATEGORY NR. OF MATCHES AVERAGE ACTIVATION 
nounSGF 4 .848 
nounSGM 4 .03075 
nounSGN 4 .018 
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Therefore, the network was extended to 711 nodes, now having 50 nodes in 

the compression layers and 200 in the hidden- and context layer each. 

Unfortunately, no improvement in the behaviour could be observed (even after two 

days of training). To prevent the construction of an input with a stepwise increasing 

complexity, as it is conducted in the observation of relative clauses by MacWhinney 

et al. (2001), simply all plural forms were excluded from the grammar. Another fact 

that should be mentioned here is that the characteristic of subject dropping, here 

quantified arbitrarily with 25% of the input sentences, is necessary to enable a 

successful training. It reduces the average sentence length to 4.92 and results in a 

weakened bias, caused by the fact that all genders are equally distributed in object 

position. With this simplified input, the learning can be rated as successful after a 

total of 15 epochs of training. The test sequence was accordingly smaller in this 

case. It contained all singular nouns within a sentence pattern of “ADJdet,gender inflected 

in “голямата жена седи. [Bigfem.,definite woman sits.]” 

Evaluating the performance on these sentences, the results are quite different from 

the res

 

 was 

NOUN VERB” like it is the case 

ults with the German input. In the summary of the activation values, which 

one can observe in the next figure, those are not conforming to the bias of the input 

again. In detail, the activation value for feminine- versus the masculine nouns are at

one level, for the reason that the difference between .97 and .94 are to be regarded 

as ceiling-effect in terms of the sigmoid activation function. The neuter inflection

not learned successfully.   
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Average activation of the singular noun category, if to predict.

0,9 0,94

0,10225

masculine minine uter

7775 6

fe ne

 
Figure 15. Bulgarian activatio h 

nstellation e parti ddress the diff grammar of 

e. One a  is tha ubject  param duces the s

ed nouns in object position. This factor 

ough to c in the ine for  domin er the other

culin s as s

h differen them ag t the ob position asculine nouns 

ause they appear in a more homogenous 

contex  to 

                                                

n grap

This co  can b ally a ed to erent this 

artificial languag spect t the s -drop eter re ize of 

biased subject forms by the equally distribut

seems to be en onstra  femin ms to ate ov  two. 

Additionally the mas

adjectives, whic

e form ubject are supplied with special inflected 

tiate ains ject of m

and make their prediction easier, bec

t28. A last factor is the richness of categories that are involved here, due

which the SRN could only be forced to develop a partial category system and 

minimize the error as far as possible by including the rarest inputs in other 

categories. This line of thought is supported by the networks predicting behaviour. 

As above, a table shows the activation values for each noun of the category to 

predict, below. 

 
28 This may be seen as paradoxical, in respect to the German masculine form, marked with “den 
[themasc.,acc.]”, however in the Bulgarian case the inflectional patterns are disjunct and more complex, in 
contrast to the partially overlapping adjectival inflection in German.  
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Table 3 
The Bulgarian noun activation 

MSG NOUN1 NOUN2 NOUN3 NOUN4 PERCENTAGES
град (town) .614 .614 .614 .614 .084
път (path) .129 .129 .129 .129 .0255
ъаща (father) .154 .154 .154 .154 .0225
хляъ  (bread) .1 .1 .1 .1 .018
FSG   
храна (food) .86 .86 .86 .86 .6794
книга (book) .067 .067 .067 .067 .0711
преродаъателка 
(fem. teacher) .013 .013 .013 .013 

.0237

жена (woman) .006 .006 .006 .006 .0158
NSG   
злато (gold) .036 .036 .036 .036 .0279
меню (menu) .02 .02 .02 .02 .0225
такси (taxi) .02 .02 .02 .02 .0198
момиче (girl) .027 .027 .027 .027 .0198
MSG   
град (town) .072 .072 .072 .072 .084
път (path) .032 .032 .032 .032 .0255
ъаща (father) .038 .038 .038 .038 .0225
хляъ  (bread) .032 .032 .032 .032 .018
FSG   
храна (food) .004 .004 .004 .004 .6794
книга (book) .008 .008 .008 .008 .0711
преродаъателка 
(fem. teacher) .01 .01 .01 .01 

.0237

жена (woman) .007 .007 .007 .007 .0158
 

Again, the presence of a strong bias in one category is harmful for the 

prediction values of other members of this category. For example, in the masculi

cluster a word occurring in 2.5% of all subjects has an activation value o

[father]), whereas a feminine one with this percentage reaches only an activation 

.013 (преродаъателка [feminine 

ne 

f .154 (ъаща 

of 

teacher]). In comparison to the table of the German 

data, the Bulgarian one is extended to show that in the case where a neuter noun 

has to be predicted, the SRN rather predicts a masculine one. This indicates that the 

categories are merged together, a phenomenon that will be examined again in more 

detail by the following cluster analysis. 
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Figure 16. The Bulgarian Cluster Analysis 

As one can see, masculine and neuter nouns are too close together. Only the 

same words can appear this close within a completely successful learning. 

Interestingly, exactly this constellation can be observed also in the adjective clusters, 

iled predictions of nouns. If the adjectives are not 

organized properly, a successful prediction of nouns is impossible. The 

categorization can be split up onto different dimensions to get even more insight 

within a three dimensional PCA. 

feminine 
singular

masculine 
singular

neuter 
singular

giving an explanation of the fa
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Figure 17. The Bulgarian PCA 2D 
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Figure 18. The Bulgarian PCA 3D  
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singular
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singular
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singular

Figure 19. The Bulgarian PCA 3D with orientation shift 

On the least important of the three dimensions (accordingly the third 

dimension), the three-dimensional PCA shows exactly the same picture as the 

cluster analysis does. The masculine and neuter pattern merged, the masculine 

“wrapping around” the feminine and the neuter cluster. Whereas, at the second 

 and precise categorization for nouns, even if the 

mascu n by 

uite 

gory is harmful for other members of this 

category instead of helping the belonging cluster to develop can be confirmed. The 

aspect of the neuter category’s failure in contrast to German can be explained with 

the facts, that in Bulgarian there are no different cases, additionally the existence of 

a null-subject soften the bias in the masculine category. An alternative hypothesis 

dimension, there exist a sharp

line noun with the highest frequency partially escaped again. As it is show

the same diagram, in the first and most important principle component we have q

the same molding for all grammatical genders, with just a small tendency shining 

through the overlapping deviation of points. Additionally, one finds a more compact 

neuter category again.  

To summaries this section a few points should be emphasised. The 

competition between the different patterns is quite obvious in such a complex 

environment. The finding that bias in a cate
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referring to a possible similarity of the masculine- and neuter category, which would 

also lead to a merging of those, can be rejected, because the patterns are disjunct in 

Bulgarian. Further, we are concerned with moderately uniform patterns in German 

without observing an overlap. 

In comparison to the German results, the Bulgarian SRN does its task to 

model the results from Andonova et al. (2004) much worse. This may be due to 

following reasons: First, maybe the German percentages are not suitable for the 

Bulgarian language, because the grammatical system is different in some important 

aspects, even if the number of grammatical genders is identical. A second reason 

could be due to the high complexity of the Bulgarian languages, which results in 

many simplifications, as for example the exclusion of all plural forms. The more 

abstract processing mechanisms of the SRN, namely the competition behaviour, 

could be confirmed. Even if no direct interpretation of the results from 

psycholinguistics can be made in this place, these mechanisms will hopefully lead to 

a possible interpretation of the statistical hypothesis of gender processing in 

connection with the Italian language that is discussed below. 

However, in the next section dealing with the last language, the task is not 

o genders in Italian, 

the inflectional system and word order rules are very complex as described in the 

next p

ull-

it use of articles led to an average sentence length of 6.35 words. 

This time the test-sequence was significantly larger, containing 24 nouns, included in 

to sentence patterns of the kind “DETERMINER ADJ NOUN VERB.” as for example, 

“l’ sola amica va. [Thefem./masc. only girlfriend goes.]” . As usual, a summarised 

activation graph should be discussed first. 

expected to be much easier for the SRN. Even if there are just tw

aragraph. 

Evaluation of the Italian data. 

Here the network is faced with a language that has only two grammatical 

genders, but seven different definite articles. Thus, the masculine and feminine 

category is split up into several pieces. Even if this language also makes use of n

subjects the explic
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Summariezed activation values in singular.

0,05710

0,28850

masculine feminine

Summariezed activation values in plural.

0,03600

0,88583

masculine feminine

 
Figure 20. The Italian noun activation singular and plural. 

A clear Effect of the input bias appears which is more pronounced in plural 

than in singular. This indicates that the different determiners are playing an important 

role here, because there are only three different determiners in plural, whereby the 

feminine gender involves only one, versus four different ones in singular, with one 

shared by both genders (see footnote1 ). To observe effects caused by these 

e summarised values, as done in the figures 

below. 

characteristics one has to split up th
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Activation of each category in singular.
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superior in development to the line p  using “l ]” as artic

hereas both are occurring with a frequency of 10%. This makes sense, if one 

onsiders that both feminine clusters are using the same inflected adjective. 

re 22. Italian Cluster a
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 be classified as s ly lear xcept iased resting

ing the Italian language is that t tegor
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Interestingly this is even more emphas e plural forms. This seems 

particularly paradoxical, because all feminine forms are using the same determiner 

and hrow  e  “ 

cate

seems not to be the case. Maybe an answer c

exac s for each nou

le 4.
Italian n tivati u r 

ised in th

thus they should all be t n into the same cat gory and nouns from the “l’ 

gory should be suppressed by the biased noun in the plural. Surprisingly this 

an be provided by a closer look at the 

t activation value n.  

Tab  
oun ac on sing la

MSG determiner: „il“ NOUN1 NOUN2 NOUN3 PERCENTAGES
puffo (schlumpf) 0,018 0,019  0,0821
poeta (ministrel) 0,002 0,002  0,0179
amigo (friend) 0,012 0,013  0,0292
athleta (athlete) 0,006 0,006  0,0208
zigano (gipsy) 0,009 0,01  0,0180
specchio (mirror) 0,006 0,006  0,0120
MSG determiner: „lo“  
p  uffo (schlumpf) 0,019 0,019  0,0821
p l) oeta (ministre 0,002 0,002  0,0179
amigo (friend) 0,013 0,013  0,0292
athleta (athlete) 0,006 0,006  0,0208
zigano (gipsy) 0,01 0,01  0,0180
specchio (mirror) 0,006 0,006  0,0120
MSG determiner: „l’“ 
puffo (schlumpf) 0,02 0,02  0,0821
poeta (ministrel) 0,002 0,002  0,0179
amigo (friend) 0,014 0,014  0,0292
athleta (athlete) 0,007 0,007  0,0208
zigano (gipsy) 0,01 0,01  0,0180
specchio (mirror) 0,006 0,006  0,0120
FSG  
casa (house) 0,01 0,01  0,6791
busta (bag) 0,003 0,003  0,0245
zanzara (mosquito) 0,002 0,002  0,0164
invasione (invasion) 0,023 0,023  0,0750
attirice (fem. actor) 0,004 0,004  0,0167
amica (girl-friend) 0,002 0,002  0,0083
FSG determiner: „la“ 
casa (house) 0,896 0,892 0,891 0,6791
busta (bag) 0,007 0,007 0,007 0,0245
z ) anzara (mosquito 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,0164
i n) nvasione (invasio 0,039 0,039 0,039 0,0750
attirice (fem. actor) 0,006 0,006 0,006 0,0167
amica (girl-friend) 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,0083
F : „l’“ SG determiner     
casa (house) 0,08 0,094 0,094 0,6791
busta (bag) 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,0245
zanzara (mosquito) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0164
invasione (invasion) 0,03 0,03 0,03 0,0750
attirice (fem. actor) 0,005 0,005 0,005 0,0167
amica (girl-friend) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0083
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Table 5. 
The Italian noun activation plural 

MPL determiner: „i (il)“ NOUN1 NOUN2 NOUN3 PERCENTAGES
puffi  (schlumpf PL) 0,024 0,024  0,0821
poete (ministrels) 0,002 0,002  0,0179
amighi (friends) 0,011 0,012  0,0292
athlete (athlets) 0,008 0,008  0,0208
zigani (gypsies) 0,01 0,01  0,0180
specchi (mirrors) 0,006 0,006  0,0120
case (houses) 0 0  0,6791
buste (bags) 0,001 0,001  0,0245
zanzare (moskitos) 0,001 0,001  0,0164
invasioni (invasions) 0,001 0,001  0,0750
attirici (fem. Artists) 0,002 0,002  0,0167
amici (girl-friends) 0,001 0,001  0,0083
MPL determiner: „gli (lo)“  
puffi  (schlumpf PL) 0,024 0,024  0,0821
poete (ministrels) 0,002 0,002  0,0179
amighi (friends) 0,012 0,012  0,0292
athlete (athlets) 0,008 0,008  0,0208
zigani (gypsies) 0,01 0,01  0,0180
specchi (mirrors) 0,006 0,006  0,0120
case (houses) 0 0  0,6791
buste (bags) 0,001 0,001  0,0245
zanzare (moskitos) 0,001 0,001  0,0164
invasioni (invasions) 0,001 0,001  0,0750
attirici (fem. Artists) 0,002 0,002  0,0167
amici (girl-friends) 0,001 0,001  0,0083
MPL determiner: „gli (l)’“ 
puffi  (schlumpf PL) 0,024 0,024  0,0821
poete (ministrels) 0,002 0,002  0,0179
amighi (friends) 0,012 0,012  0,0292
athlete (athlets) 0,008 0,008  0,0208
zigani (gypsies) 0,01 0,01  0,0180
specchi (mirrors) 0,006 0,006  0,0120
case (houses) 0 0  0,6791
buste (bags) 0,001 0,001  0,0245
zanzare (moskitos) 0,001 0,001  0,0164
invasioni (invasions) 0,001 0,001  0,0750
attirici (fem. Artists) 0,002 0,002  0,0167
amici (girl-friends) 0,001 0,001  0,0083
FPL determiner: „le (la)“ 
puffi  (schlumpf PL) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0821
poete (ministrels) 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,0179
amighi (friends) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0292
athlete (athlets) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0208
zigani (gypsies) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0180
specchi (mirrors) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0120
case (houses) 0,766 0,776 0,777 0,6791
buste (bags) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0245
zanzare (moskitos) 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,0164
invasioni (invasions) 0,102 0,104 0,104 0,0750
attirici (fem. artists) 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,0167
amici (girl-friends) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0083
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FPL determiner: „le (l’)“     
puffi  (schlumpf PL) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0821
poete (ministrels) 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,0179
amighi (friends) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0292
athlete (athlets) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0208
zigani (gypsies) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0180
specchi (mirrors) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0120
case (houses) 0,776 0,775 0,775 0,6791
buste (bags) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0245
zanzare (moskitos) 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,0164
invasioni (invasions) 0,104 0,104 0,104 0,0750
attirici (fem. artists) 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,0167
amici (girl-friends) 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,0083

 

The indications from the general figures can also be found here in a closer 

analysis. Revealed is not only the facilitation between the different clusters of the 

feminine gender by their partially overlapping pattern, but also this kind of interaction 

among the masculine ones. Unfortunately, these facilitative effects in the masculine 

could also occur, because the article clusters are not acquired properly and thus, 

predicted. This hypothesis is strengthened 

in particular by the aspect that activations are more or less the same over the 

differe

er 

nds 

t 

lar 

determ strong 

n 

n 

ed 

 

every category of the adjective cluster is 

nt categories. For example, no differences are made between the masculine 

“il” and “lo” using category, and in the third masculine cluster the activation for the 

feminine one using “l’ “ is even stronger.  

According to this data, no definitive decision can be made for one or the oth

possibility, even if a supporting effect by the trajectory to the shared adjective sou

is more reasonable from a theoretical point of view. However, the most important fac

is that the suppression effect, which is spread from the highest ranked member of 

each cluster, seems not to be extended above clusters of the same grammatical 

gender. Otherwise, the strongest member of each category (defined by a particu

iner) would not be able to acquire its weights towards this relatively 

activation value. Once again, this happens especially in the plural forms, which is i

contrast to their use of a common determiner and thus being in the same category i

the plural. To elaborate the competing hypotheses of facilitation versus merg

categories further, the last instances to be examined are both statistical methods, 

applied also to this output. 

First, the cluster analysis reduces the structure of the hidden nodes to the

following distances. 
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Figure 23. Italian Cluster Analysis 

In this analysis, only the nouns are included, otherwise the separation of all 

items becomes impossible, due to the limited space available for the graphic. For the 

reason that it is essential to observe also the plural nouns, a relatively time 

consuming work of separation in the label- and vector-file has to be conducted to 

analyse all nouns at once. However, the result is worth the effort, as it becomes 

 nouns are well separated in respect to article and number, 

whereas the separation is not successfully developed for the masculine categories. 

Especially, in the plural forms the feminine ones are closely summarised under the 

only article “le”, in contrast to the masculine nouns totally mixed up in number.  

The successful development in feminine agreement speaks for the 

collaboration of both feminine categories, because the masculine cluster with the 

highest frequency appears as likely as the second feminine one. Additionally there 

are only two items in this masculine category, thus less weights have to be 

developed, and the differences in frequency for these clusters are equivalent, thus 

no bias can harm the development of one in comparison the other. A further 

interesting observation in this graphic is that the position of the highest ranked 

masculine noun, “puffo” [Schlumpf], in respect to other members of this gender is 

visible that the feminine

feminine 
singular

masculine 
singular

feminine plural

masculine  
plural
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similar to the corresponding item, “град“ [town]; however in the Bulgarian case, this 

constellation seemed to be helpful for the belonging gender, which contrasts with the 

Italian language. In the following PCA analysis, it should be observed if there is a 

similarity between both highest ranked feminine items in plural “case” [housefem.] and 

“invasioni” [invasionsfem.], to examine the cooperation during acquisition of the 

inflectional rules at this place. 

 

 

 

feminine 
singular 

masculine  

feminine 
plural 

singular 

„casa“[house] and 

Figure 24. Italian PCA 2D 
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„attirice“[fem. artist]  

„casa“[house] and 

Figure 25. Italian PCA 3D 

 turns 

nd 

m.] 

 

n 

While there is nothing new to discover in the two-dimensional PCA, by 

observing the plain stretched out over the first and third principle component, it

out that the two items of attention have nearly exactly the same coordinates. 

Specifically this fact makes it a little bit hard to decode, but “case” [housesfem.] a

“invasioni” [invasions fem.] are at exactly the same spot, whereas “attrici”[artistsfe

has a slightly different position, possibly caused by suppression from the more 

frequent one (“invasioni”) in the same cluster. No competition has to occur between

the former two items, because they differ on other dimension as it can be found i

the two-dimensional principle component analysis, where this is the first principle 

component. In the case of the masculine nouns, the hypothesis of the arbitrary 

cooperation between clusters (patterns including the same gender, but using 
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different article) of each gender cannot be rejected, because no common dime

could be found among the first three. 

The conclusions of this last important language incorporated into this study 

are summarised here. At first, only the feminine patterns can be acquired 

satisfyingly. Second, the suppressive effect induced by the bias within a c

nsion 

luster could 

be rep

ir partially 

o 

 of 

ect- 

 

 inflection 

section

 wo ks, 

ants own gender. Thus, this 

hypoth y the 

e that 

licated also in this language. The most interesting finding is that facilitative 

effects occur between different clusters of the same gender, caused by the

common inflectional pattern. Even if this effect could only be identified unequivocally 

for the feminine gender, because the overall structure of the masculine one is to

poorly developed. Additionally, no competition occurs between the clusters of both 

genders. This finding also throws new light on the German SRN, were the success

the neuter category should also be partially caused by facilitative effects from the 

feminine patterns, because both share an equally inflected adjective in the subj

and object position, as well in singular as in plural forms. This facilitative force is

decreased in the masculine category, because it requires another adjective

in the accusative, different from the one for feminine and neuter. 

Of course, the question that has to be raised now, after this exhaustive 

analysis, is what implications we can gain for the gender interaction effect and for 

models in psycholinguistics. This study will turn to this complex topic in the next 

. 

Discussion 

The focus within this analysis lies on the attempt of modeling findings from 

Bulgarian and Italian gender effects in grammatical decision and rd naming tas

where an interaction with the sex of the participant could be uncovered in the 

direction of faster reaction times for matching gender of target and participant. The 

hypothesis that is verified is that the interaction effect appears, as a result of a 

biased input towards inflected forms of the particip

esis considers the statistical characteristics of language experienced b

speaker as responsible for the interaction effect. The subject hears and produces 

much more forms inflected by his or her own gender and overhears more forms 

inflected by the gender contrary during language acquisition, a circumstanc

could cause the experimental results without requiring a genetical influence. The 

statistical influence is particularly enhanced in languages supplied with a rich 
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morphology, as it is the case in Bulgarian, but also other languages show the 

mentioned effects. The architecture of this model is a simple recurrent network and 

its behaviour was analysed in respect to its output as well as the high-dimensional 

structure of the hidden layers. This is especially considered in terms of priming 

effects and gender processing as seen in the psycholinguistic literature. 

In the case of priming, the transfer to priming mechanisms in lexical acces

quite straight forward, as illustrated by Bates et al. (1996). - The trajectory 

projections in the hidden layer are able to spread activation in a non-linear structure 

dependent manner. However, the direct, explicit and detailed reference of this 

computational mechanisms to particular (sub-) grammars and belonging langu

to observe the hidden structure developed in acquisition made within this study is 

probably not inferred by Bates et al.. To use the same m

s is 

ages 

echanisms in a grammatical 

decision task as done throughout this work and to observe particular effects of 

le 

 and 

 by a reference to EEG studies 

concentrating on the locus of gender processing and lexical access. These studies 

implicate that gender decisions are different from lexical access. As shown by 

language processing goes even beyond the idea of priming processes. As it is 

explained in the introductory section above and by Bates et al. (1996), all 

grammatical processes have to appear within the structure developed in the hidden 

nodes of the SRN. To incorporate mechanisms working on these structures as 

modelled here in grammatical decision tasks is not as devious as it may seem at a 

first glance. Indeed the structure of the SRN could be used for such kinds of tasks.  

As a first point, it seems quite reasonable from introspection, as it does for a 

German speaker for example. If a German speaker is asked to repond with the 

corresponding gender for a given noun, the person asked tries to recall the artic

most likely to precede the noun and concludes the gender accordingly. Often this is 

even accomplished by hypothesis testing like: “der Ameise?[themasc. ant?]… das 

Ameise?[theneu.ant?] …die Ameise?[thefem. ant?]” – “…yes, it is of feminine gender.” 

This practice is especially applied by language novices as children for example

practiced in this way by teachers. Exactly this behaviour could be induced by a 

predicting mechanism as incorporated in SRNs.  

A second argument would be that this behaviour could be realized by 

additional structures working by hypothesis testing on the hidden structure of this 

kind of network quite easily from a theoretical point of view. A further speculative 

remark to this argumentation can be made
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Schmi  

 

 for 

or 

it is compared to the behaviour of 

a hum n 

use of 

xity 

 problem 

ecause 

when the number of items has to be 

reduce

tt (2004) the two processes differ in respect to the temporal dimension; syntax

is processed 80ms after conceptual information. Additionally Broca’s area is involved

in syntactical processing in contrast to repetition (assumed to reflect lexical access in 

standard theory) of words (Heim, Opitz, Friederici, 2004). This could possibly be 

related to different mechanisms working on the “lexicon”, which could be realized as 

a structure similar to the hidden layer of a SRN. Even, if all aspects in modeling 

language processing with SRNs are to be considered as pure conjectures, this 

section was hopefully able to raise important, intuitive and theoretical arguments

a model of such kind. Over all the mechanisms of a SRN are a more feasible model 

than its plain and simple structure suggests from a first sight and can provide 

important insights in many phenomena, even if they are highly specialised as f

example sensitive to language specific characteristics. 

After having discussed the transfer from lexical access to SRNs the 

implications for gender interaction are evaluated next. First, an aspect should be 

discussed concerning the adequacy of the model if 

an speaker. Here, particular aspects require an increased level of abstractio

on which correspondences could be drawn from a simple recurrent network to a 

human. First, the network cannot be extended far beyond 500 nodes, just beca

the restricted computational power one has to face by implementing a network on a 

serial computer. Thus, the number of different input vectors and grammar comple

it can handle is restricted to a level far inferior as in humans. This problem is tightly 

connected to the problem of finding adequate percentages for the input as it is 

discussed in the corresponding section. Over all it has to be concluded that even if 

there is a possibility to extract a valid percentage out of acceptable data, the

of reducing the number of items can not be solved in satisfying way. This is, b

the ratio between the percentage of each category and the frequency of each 

member of a category cannot be conserved 

d, without merging of referents. Thus, even if one could achieve a satisfying 

extraction of frequencies, the environment could not be modelled adequately. 

Working with the best one can do out of the present data, nevertheless a reasonable 

observation of the SRN can be reached and implications for human behaviour can 

be drawn on a higher level of abstraction. 
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At this level, there are three main observations that could be revealed by the

present experiments as a consequence of biased categories

 

 

f the 

viour was verified in all 

gramm  

ing 

on 

nt item 

ategory cluster. At the onset of this study the author 

rather e 

 

RN and 

ally 

ent articles for the same gender 

and th

29 in the input. First, the 

different inflectional patterns are in a competition that results in the poor behaviour of

weaker (less frequent) patterns, or in merging of categories with lower frequency, 

whereas from both low-frequent categories only the one with the highest frequency is 

predicted. This behaviour is also reflected in the clusters and trajectories o

hidden layer. Thus, the distance between merged categories is small and trajectories 

are just pointing to the higher frequency part. This beha

ars. In theoretical terms, this competition provides a base for the differences

in gender processing as the extensive perception of sentences bearing a single 

inflectional form can hinder the other inflectional forms to develop in a perfect 

manner. Additionally most important is the fundamental role of the competition for 

the resistability towards the age of the participant in the gender interaction effect; 

missing this competition, one would have to expect an effect which only lasts dur

childhood within the language acquisition process. 

Also extracted from all languages is a second conclusion, the competiti

between members of the same category, which is even more predominant in these 

cases, especially in the acquisition of the Bulgarian and Italian sub-grammar. 

Competition of this kind results in the permanent prediction of the most freque

and in a poorly developed c

predicted an enhancement effect, specifically that the category space for mor

frequent forms in the hidden layer could be improved in the presence of more 

frequent items. As the increased frequency of one gender also goes hand in hand 

with a greater variance between the items of this category and thus with an 

increased effect of competition, it causes a serious problem for the statistical 

hypothesis. This is a topic, which should be discussed at the end of this section, after

the illustration of the last main observation. 

A last tenet that is discovered is that akin inflections, sharing a partly matching 

inflectional pattern are supporting each other in prediction behaviour of the S

their cluster formation within the SRN’s hidden layer. This becomes visible especi

in the case of Italian, within the vide variety of differ

us utilizing the same adjective. As well as the German language bears these 

                                                 
29  Frequency variation occurs as well between categories as between items of the same category. 
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characteristics in the case of adjectival inflection for masculine and feminine in 

accusative case singular. In terms of processing mechanisms of a SRN this means,

that the competition between the different categories dissolves if the networ

to extract characteristics to distinguish the different items of one category. 

the 

 

k is able 

With this 

last im te 

r the 

der 

interac

e 

le to strengthen the other items in its category, but constrains 

their s

 as there are the main linguistic word clusters verb, noun, adjective, 

adverb  is 

tences 

cessing 

mecha  

y, 

to 

 

different input schemes, which lead to a separation of these clusters on particular 

dimensions and to an only partially overlapping pattern. Completing this line of 

portant aspect of supporting akin inflectional patterns, it is possible to integra

all three mechanisms, both competition mechanisms (between and within 

categories) and the supporting mechanism, to resolve the mentioned problem fo

statistical hypothesis, as follows in the next section.    

To state it once again, the hypothesis this work tries to verify for the gen

tion effect is that this outcome results from a biased input the speaker is 

confronted with according to his or her gender. At a first glance, this hypothesis 

seems to break down in respect to the behaviour of an SRN, because in general on

biased input is not ab

uccessful development and the maturity of a homogeneous cluster. So, is 

there another way to interpret the conclusion and save the statistical hypothesis? 

In the present training data of all languages, the only patterns are of a 

syntactic nature

 and article and their belonging inflectional forms. However, no attention

paid to the semantic sense of the input pattern that can also be extracted by 

statistical characteristics.  

This kind of information, which is the same for all grammatical genders, was 

successfully included in SRNs by Elman (1990), when he constructed his sen

with respect to semantic categories as “nounhuman” or “nounbreakable”, which are only 

used in meaningful contexts. For example, only members of the category “nounhuman” 

are employed together with verbs of motion, only members of “nounbreakable” were 

combined with verbs of this context as “smashed” for example. A human pro

nism is faced with a lot more complex environment that incorporates even

more areas than only semantics. Among others, there are phonology or orthograph

visual information,  to name only a few aspects that could also be involved, 

especially if one takes into account that processing in humans is not assumed 

work on localistic but rather on distributed inputs.  

All these aspects would give the SRN a chance to discriminate between the
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thought one can now assume that the principle of facilitation between partially 

matching patterns can be applied (respectively a reduced suppression effect takes 

place)

h 

nd 

lly 

can be made: The 

statistical hypothesis for the examined gender effects can be verified even in a more 

illuminating way than the first hypotheses about the processing in a SRN let the 

author expect.  

First of all, the competition mechanism accounts for the fact that not all 

inflections are learned equally successful in respect to their input characteristics and 

also remain at different cluster formations in the hidden layer. The competition 

mechanism between items of one category that allow only the most frequent items to 

be predicted causes no more problems in connection with the mechanism of 

supporting akin clusters, as explained above. This connection enables the superiority 

ing information is given 

as it can be expected to be present with the semantic context or other additional 

inform

. Thus, a way in which the interaction effect of gender and sex of the 

participant can be realized in interactive-activation models is discovered.  

Regarding the fast reaction times in the case of neuter gender of the target, 

focussing on the homogeneity in respect to frequency, it could be speculated that 

this circumstance has an impact on the successful development, however also 

semantic factors should play a major rule here, especially their high correlation wit

semantic gender30. In this respect, no decision can be made within this study. 

In summary, the utilization of all three such different languages give the 

opportunity to explore quite interesting facts of processing mechanisms in SRNs a

to discover reasonable implications that can be made for language- and especia

gender processing.  

Explicitly, the following indications for gender processing 

of a whole grammatical gender over another, if enough diverg

ation, which had to be excluded in this simplificated abstract model.  

A positive role can be addressed to the competition mechanism between 

items of one category, when it comes to categories with almost equally distributed 

items like the neuter forms in German and Bulgarian. Here, it leads to the extension 

of the statistical hypothesis, as it can at least partially explain their successful 

behaviour in psycholinguistic experiments. Thus, not only the gender interaction 

effect, but also the successful behaviour of the neuter category can be explained 
                                                 
30 This can be concluded, for the reason that nearly no referent with a feminine or masculine semantic 
gender has a neuter grammatical one. 
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within terms of the input statistics, because its equally distributed items aid their 

development despite their low frequency.   

In the last paragraph, implications to for the theory of a mental lexicon and 

lexical access should be addressed. Obviously, a connectionist model of this kind 

calls the standard notion of the human lexicon into question. As soon as one comes

to distributed representations, with overlapping features, as they are also assume

the case of the SRN, especially in its hidden layers that represent the “lexicon”, the

notion of dictionary entries or similar notions cannot hold. This dilemma becomes 

even more critical, if we assume that we have to place all grammar into the 

As it is also done by Bates et al., even if they keep the border of grammar and 

lexicon, because of the theoretical distinction of post- and pre-lexical processes. 

Further, there are related approaches, considering even more information than 

syntactic structures in the scope of their model as done by Seidenberg and 

McClelland (1989), a scheme of this model is illustrated b

 

d in 

 

lexicon. 

elow. 

 
Figure 26. Seidenberg and McClelland model of visual word recognition 

As one can see such a model is close to Elman’s SRN, even if developed two 

years before and missing the prediction mechanism, the contextual integration by 

recurrent connection to a context layer is also present here. Additionally, the main 

improvement achieved by this model in contrast to symbolic models is that it is able 

to respond to non-words within the same structure it decodes words. This is another 

similarity to SRNs, which are also able to develop grammatically correct trajectories, 

even if it was never confronted with such an input, as it is the case with the use of 

auxiliaries in relative clauses (as an example consider ”Is the boy who is smoking 

 

Semantic-Layer 

 Hidden-Layer 

 Context-Layer  

Orthographic-Layer 

Semantic-Layer 
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crazy?” versus “Is the boy who smoking is crazy?”, a constellation also referred to as 

the logical problem of language acquisition two (MacWhinney,2001)).  

into its hidden 

different ways on the hidden space, realizing different functions, even if this kind of 

beha

principle of com

context of SRN is 

nothing more th tement that the lexical information is stored 

“som

layer. Thus, the  

whos  

“lexical access ept can 

state nothing a ctures.  

carried out with  

notions of post s on the other hand 

this s i rne 

by a computati

same unfortunate principle as for Seidenberg’s fifteen years ago: It has to remain 

entire

and methods to ge processing. 

  

As visible in the graphic of Seidenberg’s model, it incorporates many aspects 

layers and includes different layers (or modules) that are working in 

viour is not emphasised explicitly by Seidenberg in his work. This functional 

putation was also described in the beginning of this section in the 

s. What would remain in this case to the notion of a human lexicon 

an the trivial sta

ewhere” in a distributed way, fused with other information in a neural network 

 notion of the lexicon would change to a rather functional concept,

e mechanisms are applied in tasks that are assumed to reflect the process of

”, a situation that is unsatisfactorily trivial again, as this conc

bout the underlying cognitive stru

However, it should not be forgotten that much successful research was 

 these classical notions and their paradigms, as there are also the

- and prelexical processes among them. Wherea

ituat on should not lead one to a cling to cognitively inadequate notions, bo

onal view on language processes. Of course, for this study holds the 

ly speculative. Nevertheless, by now the time should be ripe for new concepts 

 explore the mysteries of human langua
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Appendix A: Javadocs for the Vectorbuilder-Toolkit 

All Cla
Analyser

sses  
  

Analyser  
Cluster  
Ge rne ator  
Grammar  
Input  
Output  
Rule  
RuleReader  
SentenceProducer  
SentenceW itr er  
TextAnaly rse   
TextCluster  
TextGrammar  
TextInput 
TextOutpu

 
t  

TextRuleReader  
TextSente enc sProducer  
TextSente enc Writer  

latorTextTrans   
TextVocab lau ry  
TextVocabularyReader  
Translation  
Translator  
VectorWriter  
Vocabulary  
VocabularyReader  
Vokabular  
Word  
 
 Ov ver iew  Package  Class  Use Tree Deprecated Index Help  

 PRE NV   EXT FRAMES    NO FRAMES     l ClassesAl    

 

Vector ilbu der 

Packages 

ana sely r  Bundle to analyse output vectors of neural networks 

generator  Set of classes to generate senteces and vectors according to a grammar 
and a vocabulary. 

letter  Classes to organize letter objects. 

vector  Package to hold vector-objects and to translate letters to input vectors for 
a neural network. 
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Hierarchy For All Packages 
chies: Package Hierar

analyser, generator, letter, vector 
 

Cla

o a.lang.Object 
o class generator.Analyser

ss Hierarchy  

class jav
 

tor.Generatoro class genera  
.Ruleo class letter  

analyser.TextAnalysero class  (implements analyser.Analyser)  
o class analyser.TextCluster (implements analyser.Cluster)  

ss letter.TextGrammaro cla  (implements letter.Grammar)  
o class analyser.TextInput (implements analyser.Input)  
o class analyser.TextOutput (implements analyser.Output)  
o class generator.TextRuleReader (implements generator.RuleReader)  
o class generator.TextSentencesProducer (implements 

cergenerator.SentenceProdu )  
rator.TextSentenceWritero class gene  (implements generator.SentenceWriter)  

.TextTranslatoro class vector  (implements vector.Translator)  
extVocabularyo class letter.T  (implements letter.Vocabulary)  

o class generator.TextVocabularyReader (implements 
generator.VocabularyReader)  

o class vector.Translation 
o class generator.VectorWriter 
o class letter.Vokabular 
o class letter.Word 

Interface Hierarchy  

o interface analyser.Analyser 
lustero interface analyser.C  

o interface letter.Grammar 
puto n interface analyser.I  

o interface analyser.Output 
RuleReadero interface generator.  
SentenceProducero interface generator.  

o interface generator.SentenceWriter 
nslatoro interface vector.Tra  

o interface let ater.Voc bulary 
VocabularyReadero interface generator.  
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analyser  
Cla

 
ces:  

ss TextOutput 
 
java.lang.Object 
  | 
+-analyser.TextOutput  

All Implemented Interfa
Output 

 
public class TextOutput 

g.Object 
plements Output

extends java.lan
im  

Inplementing Output and handling Ouput in Textformat, by two fields the 

Author: 
cwittenb 
  
Class; 
number of outputs and an ArrayList containing the output vectors. 

 
Constructor Summary 
TextOutput()  
          Default Constructor  

TextOutput(java.util.ArrayList outputs, int numberOfOutputs)  
          Constructor, building a TextInput Object out of  

TextOutput(java.lang.String path)  
          Constructor, building a TextOutput Object out of a String.   

   

Method Summary 
 int getNumberOfOutputs()  

          Getter for the numberOfOutputs field 
 java.util.Collection getOutput()  

          Getter for the outputs field 
 java.util.ArrayList readNextOutput()  

          Reads the next Input behaving like a 
 java.util.ArrayList readOutputFromFile(java.io.FileReader outputReader)  

          Reads the output out of a File defined by a FileReader.  
 void resetOutput()  

          Sets the pointer at the outputs array to index = 0. 
 java.lang.String toString()  

          Overrides 

   

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, wait, wait, wait
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Constructor Detail 

TextOutput 
 
public TextOutput() 

nstructor  Default Co
 

TextOutput 

 
Param

of the output vector array. 
rs with a length of numberOfOutputs 

 
blic TextOutput(java.util.ArrayList outputs, pu

                  int numberOfOutputs) 
Constructor, building a TextInput Object out of 
eters: 
numberOfOutputs - Integer defining the length 

 Collection with outputvectooutputs -
 

TextO
 
public put(java.lang.String path) 
           throws java.io.FileNotFoundException 

 building a TextOutput Object out of a String. Reads the TextOutput 
t of a text File in a format defined by tlearn conventions.  

Throw
n - Thrown if the path String is not correct 
ble. 

See Also: 

utput 

 TextOut

Constructor,
Object ou

Parameters: 
path - Path of the File to read the Object from.  
s:  
java.io.FileNotFoundExceptio
filedefinition of the file is not reada

or see http://crl.ucsd.edu/innate/index.shtml  for more information 

Method Detail 

getNu
 
public

 by: 
utputs

mberOfOutputs 

 int getNumberOfOutputs() 
Getter for the numberOfOutputs field  
Specified
getNumberOfO  in interface Output 

 Integer with the corresponding value. 
Returns: 
Returns an
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getOutput 

t() 
e outputs field  
: 

 
public java.util.Collection getOutpu

Getter for th
Specified by
getOutput in interface Output 
Returns: 
Returns a Collection with the corresponding value. 

 

NextOutput()
Reads the next Input behaving like a  
Specified by: 
readNextOutput

readNextOutput 
 
public java.util.ArrayList read  

 in interface Output 
: 

 in the inputs array. Null if the end of outputs is 

See Also: 

Returns
The Object at the next position
reached. 

Reader.

 

resetO
 
public

Specified by: 

utput 

 void resetOutput() 
Sets the pointer at the outputs array to index = 0.  

resetOutput in interface Output 
 

readOutputFromFile 

public java.util.Array

y 
conventions occording to the tlearn program. See http://crl.ucsd.edu/innate tml

 
List 

readOutputFromFile(jav
Reads the output ou

a.io.FileReader outputReader) 
t of a File defined by a FileReader. The File has to obe

/index.sh  
for more stributed} 
{Number of Inputs} {One integer defining the input | a series of integers devided by 
spaces}  
Specified by: 
readOutputFromFile

 information. A PATTERN FOR THE FILE FORMAT: {localist|di

 in interface Output 
Returns: 
An ArrayList containing the outputs field. 
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public java.lang.String toString() 
s  

 

Returns: 
A String representing the two fields, number of outputs and the output vectors 

ed from Object.

toString 
 

Override
Overrides:
toString in class java.lang.Object

inherit
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anal
Interface Cluster 

enting Classes:  

 

yser  

All Known Implem
TextCluster 

 

Author: 

is interface are supposed to hold information about the 
 

public interface Cluster 

cwittenb 
 Classes implementing th
categories and sub-categories of an outputcode of a localistic or distributed neural
network. Each cluster should correspond to one category. 

 

Method Summary 
 void addCluster(java.util.Collection cluster)  

            
 java.util.Collection getClusters()  

            
 java.util.Collection readClustersFromFile(java.io.FileReader f)  

            
 boolean removeCluster(java.util.Collection cluster)  

            
 boolean removeCluster(int index)  
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Method Detail 

getClusters 

.util.Collection getClusters() 
 
public java

 

addCl

ter(java.util.Collection cluster) 

uster 
 

oid addCluspublic v

 

remov
 
public boolean removeCluster(java.util.Collection cluster) 

eCluster 

 

 
public boolean re

removeCluster 

moveCluster(int index) 

 

r
 
publ sFromFile(java.io.FileReader f) 

eadClustersFromFile 

ic java.util.Collection readCluster
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anal
Inte

yser  
rface Input 
All Known Implementing Classes:  

TextInput 
 

cwittenb 
 Classes imlementing this interface, should represent a set of inputvectors as a 
trainingset for a neural network. 

public interface Input 
Author: 

 

Method Summary 
 java.util.Collection getInput()  

            
 int getNumberOfInputs()  

            
 java.util.ArrayList readInputFromFile(java.io.FileReader inputReader)  

            
 java.lang.Object readNextInput()  

            
 void resetInput()  

            

   

Method Detail 

getNumberOfInputs 
 
public int getNumberOfInputs() 

 

getInput 
 
public java.util.Collection getInput() 

 

readNextInput 
 
public java.lang.Object readNextInput() 
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resetInput 

() 
 
public void resetInput

 

readInputFromFile 

til.ArrayList 
eader inputReader) 

 
public java.u
readInputFromFile(java.io.FileR
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anal
Inte

yser  
rface Output 
All Known Implementing Classes:  

TextOutput 
 

cwittenb 
 Classes imlementing this interface, should represent a set of output vectors from a 
neural network, resulting from a particular training pattern. 

public interface Output 
Author: 

 

Method Summary 
 int getNumberOfOutputs()  

            
 java.util.Collection getOutput()  

            
 java.util.ArrayList readNextOutput()  

            
 java.util.ArrayList readOutputFromFile(java.io.FileReader outputReader)  

            
 void resetOutput()  

            

   

Method Detail 

getNumberOfOutputs 
 
public int getNumberOfOutputs() 

 

getOutput 
 
public java.util.Collection getOutput() 

 

readNextOutput 
 
public java.util.ArrayList readNextOutput() 
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resetOutput 

d 
 
public voi resetOutput() 

 

readOutputFromFile 
 
public Arr java.util. ayList 
readOutputFromFile(java.io.FileReader outputReader) 
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Overview  Package  Class  Use  Tree Deprecated Index Help  

 PREV   NEXT FRAMES    NO FRAMES     l ClAl asses   

 

Hierarchy For Package analyser  
ies: 
s

Package Hierarch
All Package  

 

Cla

o lang.Object 
o class analyser.TextAnalyser

ss Hierarchy  

class java.
 (implements analyser.Analyser)  

r.TextClustero class analyse  (implements analyser.Cluster)  
ser.TextInputo class analy  (implements analyser.Input)  

alyser.TextOutputo class an  (implements analyser.Output)  

Interface Hierarchy  

o interface analyser.Analyser 
interface analyser.o Cluster 
interface analyser.o Input 
interface analyser.o Output 
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anal
Cla

t 
| 

ser 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

Analyser

yser  
ss TextAnalyser 
 
java.lang.Objec
  
  +--analyser.TextAnaly

 
 

nalyser 
tends java.lang.Object 

public class TextA
ex
implements Analyser 
Author: 

cwittenb 
nalyser works together with Text-Input. TextA

two op
 and -Output. It is supposed to perform 

 in addition to a TextClusterObject. Calling 
and output of a network, by comparing the 

r method for summarizing the 
lemented with 

ActivationFromFile(String, String, Collection). Here an average 
n activation) is computed, given a set of categories in a Collection 

erations given this fields
analys mpares an in- eToFile(String), it co
given vectors and writing the results into a file. A furthe
analysed data into another file is imp
analyseCategory
"error"(merely a
object. 

 

Constructor Summary 
TextAnalyser()  
          Default Constructor. 
TextAnalyser(TextOutput output, TextInput input, TextCluster cluster)  
          Constructor filling given fields of the object. 

   

Method Summary 
 void analyseCategoryActivationFromFile(java.lang.String source, 

java.lang.String goal, java.util.Collection categories)  
          This Method is to be called after the analyseToFile() Method.  

 void analyseToFile(java.lang.String path)  
          Analysing the performance of a network given a output and an inputfield.  
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Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait

   

Constructor Detail 

TextA
 
public

nalyser 

 TextAnalyser() 
Default Constructor.  

 

TextA
 
public

nalyser 

 TextAnalyser(TextOutput output, 
                    TextInput input, 
                    TextCluster cluster) 

Constructor filling given fields of the object.  
eters: 

ives a TextOutput. 
Param

output - G
input - Gives a TextInput. 
cluster - Gives a category cluster. 

Method Detail 

analyseToFile 
 
public void analyseToFile(java.lang.String path) 

Analysing the performance of a network given a output and an inputfield. Note that 
this operation makes sense only when the two fields are not null. The proceeding is 
iterative inputper input, comparing each input to the corresponding outputvector. Note 
that if this network is not supposed to implement the identity function one should use 
a "desired output" file as input. This mehtod is also not tested for distributed 
inputs,thus take care if it works fine. A possible Output would be: ------ Output 
Number 1-----Desired Output: NOUNSGF ------------------ "VERB" 0.023 "NOUN" 
0.8250000000000003 "NOUNSGM" 0.06 "DOT" 0.0030 ------ Output Number 2-----
Desired Output: VERBSGTR ------------------ "VERB" 0.29100000000000004  
Specified by: 
analyseToFile in interface Analyser 
Parameters: 
path - Difines the path were the file should be written to and how its name should be.  
Throws:  
java.io.IOException - Catches its IOException, when the FileWriter throws this. 
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analyseCategoryActivationFromFile 

ce, 
            , 

java.util.Collection categories) 
This Method is to be called after the analyseToFile() Method. It is able to compute the 

ter. Further it reports the number of 
tal activation value. All this is written a file defined by a path 

yse Requested Category Activation From 
eGerman.txt "nounsgf" ACT: 3.4270000000000005 Number of 

000000000001 "nounsgm" ACT: 0.036000000000000004 
atio: 0.009000000000000001 "nounsgn" ACT: 1.884 Number 

es:4 Ratio: 0.471  
Specified by: 

ActivationFromFile

 
public void analyseCategoryActivationFromFile(java.lang.String sour

l                               
                                              

   java.lang.String goa

average activation of a given output clus
occurences and the to
String. A possible Output would be: Anal
File: D:\analys
Matches:5 Ratio: 0.6854
Number of Matches:4 R
of Match

analyseCategory  in interface Analyser 

nes the path were the file put out by the analyseToFile() method has 
ced it. 

fines the destination file by a path. 

java.io.IOException - Catches its IOException, when the FileWriter throws this. 

Parameters: 
source - Difi
pla
goal - De
categories - should be a Collection of categories occuring in the 
analyseToFile()written file.  
Throws:  
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analyser  
Cla

+-analyser.TextCluster 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

ss TextCluster 
 
java.lang.Object 
  | 
  

Cluster 
 

tCluster 
g.Object 

public class Tex
extends java.lan
implements Cluster 
Author: 

cwittenb 
 Implements the analyser.Cluster interface. Holding a set of clusters, meaning 

s of outputs from a neural network, defined by differnt active nodes. Each 
ter Object is able to read its clusters from a given file. 

categorie
TextClus

 
Constructor Summary 
TextCluster()  
          Default Constructor.  

TextCluster(java.util.Collection c)  
          Constructor for a given Collection.  

TextCluster   (java.lang.String path)
          Constructor reading its clusterfield out of a specified file.  

   

Method Summary 
 void addCluster(java.util.Collection cluster)  

          Adds a category - activated nodes pair to the clusters field at 
the index = 0. 
getClusters()   java.util.Collection
          Getter for the clusters Field 

 java.util.Collection readClustersFromFile(java.io.FileReader clusterReader)
          Method called mainly from the contructor to extract the 
categories out of a defined file.  

 boolean removeCluster(java.util.Collection cluster)  
          Removes a category - activated nodes pair. 

 boolean removeCluster(int index)  
          Removes a category - activated nodes pair defined by an 
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index given from the clusters field. 
 java.lang.String toString()  

          Overwrites 

   

Metho bject ds inherited from class java.lang.O
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, wait, wait, wait

   

Constructor Detail 

TextC
 
public

luster 

 TextCluste
Default Constr

r() 
uctor.  

 

TextC
 

(java.util.Collection c) 
or a given Collection.  

luster 

public TextCluster
Constructor f

 

TextC
 
public (java.lang.String path) 
            throws java.lang.NumberFormatException, 
                   java.io.IOException 

Throw
ed File is not accessable or not existing.  

luster 

 TextCluster

Constructor reading its clusterfield out of a specified file.  
s:  
java.io.IOException - If the specifi
java.lang.NumberFormatException

Method Detail 

getClusters 
 
public java.util.Collection getClusters() 

Getter for the clusters Field  
Specified by: 
getClusters in interface Cluster 
Returns: 
clusters, the Colection of Categories with associated activationvalues 
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addCluster 
 
public void addCluster(java.u

Adds a category - activated nodes pair to the clusters field at t
til.Collection cluster) 

he index = 0.  
Specified by: 
addCluster in interface Cluster 

 
 

 

remov
 
public

eCluster 

 boolean removeCluster(java.util.Collection cluster) 
Removes a category - activated nodes pair.  
Specified by: 
removeCluster in interface Cluster 
Parameters: 
cluster - The Cluster Object to remove.  
Returns: 
true if removal succedded, else false. 

 

moveCluster 

public moveCluster(int index) 
ategory - activated nodes pair defined by an index given from the clusters 

y: 

re
 

 boolean re
Removes a c
field.  
Specified b
removeCluster in interface Cluster 
Parameters: 
index - The index defining the cluster pair in an ArrayList (starting with zero).  
Returns: 
true if removal succedded, else false. 
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readClustersFromFile 
 
public java.util.Collection 
readClustersFromFile(java.io.FileReader clusterReader) 

Method called mainly from the contructor to extract the categories out of a defined 
 course it is usable for updating the clusters field as well.  

 
FromFile

file. Of
Specified by:
readClusters  in interface Cluster 

ileReader which need to be able to read from the file, which 
th its corresponding activations. The File has to be written in 

g pattern: Unicode is not allowed, you have to work with ASCII or ANSI 
compatible characters, which are recommended by the Character methods. Each line 

into following parts. Fist a Letter sequence defining the category 
 more whitespaces. Afterwars a set of Integer s defined by a 

ided by commata, or hyphens (5,6 of 7-10), or a mixture of both. Also a 
gle integer is allowed, of course. Each single cluster has to by closed by a 

 (;). AN EXAMPLE: " NOUN 5,6 , 7 - 10 ;" -Whitespaces are between 

Parameters: 
clusterReader - A F
defines the categories wi
the followin

has to to split up 
followed by one or
integers dev
sin
semicolon
compartments are ignored. 

 

g toString() 

toString 
 
public java.lang.Strin

Overwrites  
Overrides: 
toString in class java.lang.Object
Returns: 
A String representing the clusters arrayList.toString(). 
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anal r  
Class TextInput 

java.lang.Object 

r.TextInput 
faces:  

yse

 

  | 
  +-analyse
All Implemented Inter

Input 
 

public class TextInput 
ang.Object 
put

extends java.l
implements In  

xtformat, by two fields the number 
ts and an ArrayList containing the input vectors. 

Author: 
cwittenb 

Te Class Inplementing Input and handling Input in 
of inpu

 
Constructor Summary 
TextInput()  
          Default Constructor  

TextInput(int numberOfInputs, java.util.Collection inputs)  
          Constructor, building a TextInput Object out of  

TextInput(java.lang.String path)  
          Constructor, building a TextInput Object out of a String.   

   

Method Summary 
 java.util.Collection getInput()  

          Getter for the inputs field 
 int getNumberOfInputs()  

          Getter for the numberOfInputs field 
 java.util.ArrayList readInputFromFile(java.io.FileReader inputReader)  

          Reads the Input out of a File defined by a FileReader.  
 java.lang.Object readNextInput()  

          Reads the next Input behaving like a 
 void resetInput()  

          Sets the pointer at the inputs array to index = 0. 
 java.lang.String toString()  

          Overrides 
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Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, wait, wait, wait

   

Constructor Detail 

TextIn
 
public TextInput() 

ult Constructor  

put 

Defa
 

 
public nputs, 
                 java.util.Collection inputs) 

Parameters
numberOfInputs - Integer defining the length of the input vector array. 

llection with inputvectors with a length of numberOfInputs 

TextInput 

 TextInput(int numberOfI

Constructor, building a TextInput Object out of  
: 

inputs - Co
 

 
public ath) 
          throws java.io.FileNotFoundException 

Param
th of the File to read the Object from.  

Throws:  
o.FileNotFoundException - Thrown if the path String is not correct 

inition of the file is not readable. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

TextInput 

 TextInput(java.lang.String p

Constructor, building a TextInput Object out of a String. Reads the TextInput Object 
t File in a format defined by tlearn conventions.  out of a tex

eters: 
path - Pa

java.i
filedef
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Method Detail 

getNumberOfInputs 
 
public

nputs

 int getNumberOfInputs() 
Getter for the numberOfInputs field  
Specified by: 
getNumberOfI  in interface Input 
Returns: 

 Integer wi pondinReturns an th the corres g value. 
 

 
a.util.Collection getInput() 

er for the inputs field  

getInput 

public jav
Gett
Specified by: 
getInput in interface Input 
Returns: 
Returns a Collection with the corresponding value. 

 

readN
 
public java.lang.Object readNextInput() 

Reads the next Input behaving like a  
Specified by: 
readNextInput

extInput 

 in interface Input 
Returns: 
The Object at the next position in the inputs array. Null if the end of inputs is reached. 
See Also: 
Reader.

 

resetInput 
 
public void resetInput() 

Sets the pointer at the inputs array to index = 0.  
Specified by: 
resetInput in interface Input 
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readInputFromFile 
 
public java.util.ArrayList 
readInputFromFile(java.io.FileReader inputReader) 

Reads the Input out of a File defined by a FileReader. The File has to obey 
conventions occording to the tlearn program. See www.... for more information. A 

 FOR THE FILE FORMAT: {localist|distributed} {Number of Inputs} 
t | a series of integers devided by spaces}  

mFile

PATTERN
{One integer defining the inpu
Specified by: 
readInputFro  in interface Input 

ining the inputs field. 
Returns: 

n ArrayList contaA
 

 

ng toStri

() 

: 
r of inputs and the input vectors 

ed from Object.

 
public java.lang.String toString

Overrides  
Overrides: 
toString in class java.lang.Object
Returns
A String representing the two fields the numbe
inherit
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analyser  
Interface Analyser 

All Known Implementing Classes:  
TextAnalyser 

 
public interface Analyser 
Author: 

cwittenb 
 To change the template for this generated type comment go to Window - Preferen
- Java - Code Generation - Cod

ces 
e and Comments 

 

Method Summary 
 void analyseCategoryActivationFromFile(java.lang.String source, 

java.lang.String goal, java.util.Collection categories)  
            

 void analyseToFile(java.lang.String path)  
            

   

Method Detail 

analyseToFile 

ToFile(java.lang.String 
 
public void analyse path) 

 

analyseCategoryActivationFromFile 
 
public void analyseCategoryActivationFromFile(java.lang.String source, 
                                              java.lang.String goal, 
                                              
java.util.Collection categories) 
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generator  
Interface VokabularyReader 

  
ryReader

All Known Implementing Classes:
TextVokabula  

 
 

 Class implementing this interface should be able to read a vokabulary into an 
 manner from a file. 

public interface VokabularyReader
Author: 

cwittenb 
 A
organized

 

Method Summary 
 Vokabulary readVokabularyFromFile()  

            

   

Method Detail 

readVokabularyFromFile 
 
public Vokabulary readVokabularyFromFile() 
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gen
Cla

 
java.lang.Object 

.Generator 

erator  
ss Generator 

  | 
  +-generator

 
pub  
extends jav a
Author: 

cwi n
 Cla  b s. It should create a 
Grammar and a Vokabulary out of files. Th ount of 
sen c
vec s

lic class Generator 
a.l ng.Object 

tte b 
ss earing a main method to create objects and writing file

en a file with a particular am
ten es can be created according to this system. This can be translated to a set of 
tor . 

 
Construct Sor ummary 
Generator()  
             

   

Method Summary 
static void main(java.lang.String[] args)  

            

   

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait

  Constructor Detail 

Generator 
 
public Generator() 

Method Detail 

main 
 
public static void main(java.lang.String[] args) 
                 throws java.io.IOException java.io.IOException
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Hierarchy For Package generator  
s: Package Hierarchie

All Packages 
 

Class Hierarchy  

ss java.lang.Object 
ss generator.Analyser

o cla
o cla  
o class generator.Generator 
o class generator.TextRuleReader (implements generator.RuleReader)  
o class generator.TextSentencesProducer (implements 

nceProducergenerator.Sente )  
TextSentenceWritero class generator.  (implements generator.SentenceWriter)  

ocabularyReadero class generator.TextV  (implements 
rator.VocabularyReadergene )  

o class generator.VectorWriter 

Interface Hierarchy  

or.RuleReadero interface generat  
o interface generator.SentenceProducer 

SentenceWritero interface generator.  
o interface generator.VocabularyReader 
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generator  
Interface RuleReader 

All Known Implementing Classes:  
TextRuleReader 

 
public interface RuleReader 
Author: 

cwittenb 
 Interface defining the functionality of reading a rule system into a Grammar Object in
an organized manner. 

 

 

Method Summary 
 Grammar readRulesFromFile()  

            

   

Method Detail 

readRulesFromFile 
 
public Grammar readRulesFromFile() 
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generator  
Interface SentenceProducer 

er
All Known Implementing Classes:  

TextSentencesProduc  
 

public interface SentenceProducer 

 with a 
 A Method should be applied to produce them in a 

particular amount and a defined highest nontemrinal. 

Author: 
cwittenb 
 This interface defines the functionality of producing a set of sentences paired
rule system and a vokabulary.

 

Method Summary 
 java.util.Collection produceSentences(int count, 

java.lang.String Nonterminal)  
            

   

Method Detail 

produceSen

                                             java.lang.String Nonterminal) 

tences 
 
public java.util.Collection produceSentences(int count, 
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generator  
Interface SentenceWriter 

  
riter

All Known Implementing Classes:
TextSentenceW  

 

Author
cwittenb 

he functionality of writting a set of sentences from a 
va.io.File 

public interface SentenceWriter 
: 

 This interface defines t
Collection into a ja

 

Method Summary 
 void writeSentencesToFile(java.util.Collection sentences, 

java.lang.String path)  
            

   

Method Detail 

writeSentencesToFile 
 

entencesToFipublic void writeS
                      

le(java.util.Collection sentences, 
           java.lang.String path) 
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gen tor  
Cla

  | 
tRuleReader 

erfaces:  

era
ss TextRuleReader 
 
java.lang.Object 

  +--generator.Tex
ll Implemented IntA

RuleReader 
 

public  
a.lang.Object 

implem

class TextRuleReader
extends jav

ents RuleReader 
: Author
cwittenb 
 Class for reading a rule system out of a file into a Grammar Object. 

 

Field Summary 
 Grammar rules  

            

   

Constructor Summary 
TextRuleReader   ()
          Default Constructer  

TextRuleReader(java.io.File f)  
          C tiate a RuleReader with a file. onstructor to instan  

   

Method Summary 
 Grammar readRulesFromFile()  

          Method to read a ru e system out of the File defined by the FileReader into l
a Grammar Object. 

   

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait
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  Field Detail 

rules 
 
public Grammar rules 

Constructor Detail 

TextRuleReader 
 
public
               throws java.io.FileNotFoundException 

Exception - if the File 
:\\ProgamFiles\\Vectorbuilder\\rules.txt" can not be read. java.io.FileReader 

 TextRuleReader() 

Default Constructer  
Throws:  

java.io.FileNotFound
"C

 

TextRuleReader 

a.io.FileNotFoundException 
ntiate a RuleReader with a file.  

 
public TextRuleReader(java.io.File f) 
               throws jav

Constructor to insta
Throws:  

java.io.FileNotFoundException - if the File can not be accessed FileReader. 

Method Detail 

readRulesFromFile 
 
public Grammar readRulesFromFile() 

Method to re a 
Grammar Object.  
Specified by: 
readRulesFromFile

ad a rule system out of the File defined by the FileReader into 

 in interface RuleReader 
Returns: 
A Grammar Object read form the TextRuleReader given FileReader. 
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generator
Class TextSentencesProducer 

 
java.lang.Object 
  | 
  +-ge
All Implemented Interfaces:  

SentenceProducer

  

nerator.TextSentencesProducer 

 
 

public class TextSentencesProduc
extends java.lang.Object 

plements SentenceProducer

er 

im  
Author: 

cwittenb 
 This Class implements the functionality of SentenceProducer . 

 
Constructor Summary 
TextSentencesProducer()  
          Default Constructor 
TextSentencesProducer(Grammar g, Vocabulary v)  
          Constructor instantiating a TextSentenceProducer with a Grammar and a Vokabulary 
to produce sentences according to them. 

   

Method Summary 
static Rule chooseRule(java.util.ArrayList rules)  

          Helpmethod for 
TextSentencesProducer.produceSentence(String, 
Vokabulary, Grammar) to respect the percentage value to 
choose each possible rule.  

static java.lang.String chooseVokabulary(java.lang.String category, 
Vocabulary vokabulary)  
          Helpmethod for 
TextSentencesProducer.produceSentence(String, 
Vokabulary, Grammar) to respect the percentage value to 
choose each possible vokabular.  

static java.util.Collection expandRule(java.lang.String s, Grammar g)  
          Helpmethod for 
TextSentencesProducer.produceSentence(String, 
Vokabulary, Grammar) to expand a choosen rule (by 
TextSentencesProducer.chooseRule(ArrayList) ). 
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static boolean isNonterminal(java.lang.String s)  
          Helpmethod for 
TextSentencesProducer.produceSentence(String, 
Vokabulary, Grammar) to determine if a lefthand symbol 
of a rule is to expand or it should be a vokal choosen for it.

static java.lang.String produceSentence(java.lang.String nonterminal, 
Vocabulary vokabulary, Grammar grammar)  
          This Method generates the sentence by recursively 
calling itself to generate subsentences and clashing them 
together.  

 java.util.Collection produceSentences(int count, 
java.lang.String nonterminal)  
          This Method generates the set of sentences by 
calling TextSentencesProducer.produceSentence(String, 
Vokabulary, Grammar) for each sentence. 

   

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait

   

Constructor Detail 

TextS
 
public

structor  

entencesProducer 

 TextSentencesProducer() 
Default Con

 

TextS
 
public

entencesProducer 

 TextSentencesProducer(Grammar g, 
                             Vocabulary v) 

Constructor instantiating a TextSentenceProducer with a Grammar and a Vokabulary 
e sentences according to them.  

rameters: 
to produc

Pa
g - Grammar Object 
v - Vokabulary Object 
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Method Detail 

produceSentences 
 
public
                                             java.lang.String nonterminal) 

This Method generates the set of sentences by calling 
ducer.produceSentence(String, Vokabulary, Grammar) for each 

 java.util.Collection produceSentences(int count, 

TextSentencesPro
sentence.  
Specified by: 
produceSentences in interface SentenceProducer 
Parameters: 
count - Defines the amount of sentences to produce. 
nonterminal - Defines the name of the highest nonterminal node of the grammar to 
produce the sentences.  
Returns: 

eturns a Collection containing one sentence in each container. Collection R
 

 
public static java.lang.String 
produceSentence(java.lang.String nonterminal, 

produceSentence 

                                               Vocabulary vokabulary, 
                                               Grammar grammar) 

nerates the sentence by recurs
 together. It al percentages 

for the rules of the given grammar of the vokabulary. Usually it is called by 
a collection of 

nonterminal - Defines the name of the highest nonterminal node of the grammar to 
produce the sentences or subsentence.  
Returns: 

ring with one sentence in each container. 

This Method ge ively calling itself to generate 
subsentences and clashing them so respects optional defined 

TextSentencesProducer.produceSentences(int, String) to generate 
sentences.  
Parameters: 

String Returns a St
 

llection expandRule(java.lang.String s, 
                                              Grammar

expandRule 
 
public util.Co static java.

 g) 
Helpmethod for TextSentencesProducer.produceSentence(String, Vokabulary, 

sen rule (by 
ucer.chooseRule(ArrayList) ).  

Grammar) to expand a choo
TextSentencesProd
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public static Rule

chooseRule 
 

 chooseRule(java.util.ArrayList rules) 
Helpmethod for TextSentencesProducer.produceSentence(String, Vokabulary, 
Grammar) to respect the percentage value to choose each possible rule. Grammar  

 

 
public ng.String category, 
                                                Vocabulary

chooseVokabulary 

 static java.lang.String chooseVokabulary(java.la
 vokabulary) 

Helpmethod for TextSentencesProducer.produceSentence(String, Vokabulary, 
Grammar) to respect the percentage value to choose each possible vokabular. 
Vokabulary  

 

isNonterminal 

public static boolean isNonterminal(java.lang.String s) 
or TextSentencesProducer.produceSentence(String, Vokabulary, 

ine if a lefthand symbol of a rule is to expand or it should be a 
t.  

 

Helpmethod f
Grammar) to determ
vokal choosen for i
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generator  
Class Tex

 
java.l
  | 
  +-generator.TextSentenceWriter
All Implemented Interfaces:

tSentenceWriter 

ang.Object 

 
  

SentenceWriter 
 

xtends java.lang.Object 
implements SentenceWriter

public class TextSentenceWriter 
e

 
Author: 

cwittenb 
 This Class is able to write a set of sentences storred in a Collection. Can only be 
instantiated with an empty constructor. 
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Constructor Summary 
TextSentenceWriter()  
             

   

Method Summary 
 void writeSentencesToFile(java.util.Collection sentences, 

java.lang.String path)  
          Only method to realize the functionality of this class. 

   

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait

   

Constructor Detail 

TextSentenceWriter 

iter
 
public TextSentenceWr () 
 

Method Detail 

writeSentencesToFile 
 

le(java.util.Collection sentences, 
   java.lang.String path) 

e the functionality of this class.  

public void writeSentencesToFi
                              

Only method to realiz
Specified by: 
writeSentencesToFile in interface SentenceWriter 

path - Defines the file to write the collection to. 

Parameters: 
sentences - A Collection of Sentences to write. 
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gen
Cla yReader 

ect 
| 

r 

erator  
ss TextVocabular
 
java.lang.Obj
  
  +--generator.TextVocabularyReade
All Implemented Interfaces:  

VocabularyReader 
 

eader 
tends java.lang.Object 

public class TextVocabularyR
ex
implements VocabularyReader 
Author: 

cwittenb 
 Class implements generator.VokabularyReader , hence it can read a vocabulary from 

 !!, because of the a Textfile in ASCII or ANSI coding (no Unicode
java.lang.Character methods ). 

 

Field Summary 
 TextVocabulary vokabulary  

            

   

Constructor Summary 
TextVocabularyReader()  
          Default Constructor  

TextVocabularyReader(java.io.File f)  
          Constructor to instantiate a VokabularyReader with a file.  

   

Method Summary 
 Vocabulary readVokabularyFromFile   ()

          Method to read a Vokabulary out of the File defined by the FileReader 
into a Vokabulary Object. 
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Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wai , waitt

   

Field Detail 

vokabulary 
 
public TextVocabulary vokabulary 

Constructor Detail 

TextVocabularyReader 
 
public TextVocabularyReader() 

             throws java.io.FileNotFoundException 
onstructor  

Throw
a.io.FileNotFoundException - if the File 

er 

        
Default C
s:  
jav
"C:\\ProgamFiles\\Vectorbuilder\\vokabulary.txt" can not be read. java.io.FileRead

 

er 

 java.io.FileNotFoundException 
Constructor to instantiate a VokabularyReader with a file.  

ws:  
java.io.FileNotFoundException - if the File can not be accessed FileReader. 

TextVocabularyRead
 
public TextVocab
                

ularyReader(java.io.File f) 
     throws

Thro

Method Detail 

readVokabularyFromFi
 

le 

public Vocabulary readVokabularyFromFi
Method to read a Vokabulary out of the File defined by th

le() 
e FileReader into a 

Vokabulary Object.  
Specified by: 
readVokabularyFromFile in interface VocabularyReader 

ead form the TextVokabularyReader given FileReader. 
Returns: 
A Vokabulary Object r
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gen
Class TextVokabularyReader 

ect 

r 

erator  

 
va.lang.Objja

  | 
  +--generator.TextVokabularyReade
All Implemented Interfaces:  

VokabularyReader 
 

eader public class TextVokabularyR
extends java.lang.Object 
implements VokabularyReader 
Author: 

ittenb cw
 Class implements 
o: 

ence it can read a vocabulary from a Textfile in AS
See Als

CII or ANSI , h
coding (no Unicode !!, becasue of the, methods ).

 

Field Summary 
 TextVokabulary vokabulary  

            

   

Constructor Summary 
TextVokabularyReader()  
          Default Constructor  

TextVokabularyReader(java.io.File f)  
          Constructor to instantiate a VokabularyReader with a file.  

   

Method Summary 
 Vokabulary readVokabularyFromFile()  

          Method to read a Vokabulary out of the File defined by the FileReader 
into a Vokabulary Object. 
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Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyA , waitll, toString, wait, wait

 

Field Detail 

vokabulary 
 
public TextVokabulary vokabulary 

Constructor Detail 

TextV ryReader 
 
public TextVokabularyReader() 

throws java.io.FileNotFoundException 

 - if the File 
"C:\\ProgamFiles\\Vectorbuilder\\vokabulary.txt" can not be read. 

e Also: 
FileReader

okabula

                     
Default Constructor  

Throws:  
java.io.FileNotFoundException

Se

 

 
public TextVokabularyReader(java.io.File f) 
                   throws java.io.FileNotFoundException 

Constructor to instantiate a VokabularyReader with a file.  
Throws:  

 File can not be accessed 

TextVokabularyReader 

  

java.io.FileNotFoundException - if the
See Also: 

FileReader.

Method Detail 

readVokabularyFromFile 
 

arypublic Vokabul  readVokabularyFromFile() 
File defined by the FileReader into a 

readVokabularyFromFile

Method to read a Vokabulary out of the 
Vokabulary Object.  
Specified by: 

 in interface VokabularyReader 
Returns: 
A Vokabulary Object read form the TextVokabularyReader given FileReader. 
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gen
Cla

 
java.lang.Object 

erator  
ss VectorWriter 

  | 
 +-genera tor.Vec ot rWriter 

 

extends java.lang.Object 
 

ite a string to a file. 

public class VectorWriter 

Author:
cwittenb 
 A simple FileWriter for to wr

 
Constructor Summary 
VectorWriter(java.io.File f)  
             

   

Method Summary 
 void writeVectorToFile(java.lang.String s)  

          realizes the write method 

   

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait

   

Constructor Detail 

VectorWriter 
 
public VectorWriter(java.io.File f) 
            throws java.io.IOException 
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Method Detail 

writeVectorToFile 

public void writeVectorToFile(java.lang.String s) 
                       throws java.io.IOException 

realizes the write method  
o.IOException

 

java.i
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gen
Inte ryReader 

All Kn

erator  
rface Vocabula

own Implementing Classes:  
TextVocabularyReader 

 
public interface Vocabula
Author: 

ryReader 

b 
enting this interface should be able to read a vokabulary into an 

organized manner from a file. 

cwitten
 A Class implem

 

Method Summary 
 Vocabulary readVokabularyFromFile()  

            

   

Method Detail 

readVokabularyFromFile 
 
public Vocabulary readVokabularyFromFile() 
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Overview  Package   Class  Use Tree Deprecated Index Help   

S   NEXT CLASS FRAMES    NO FRAMES     l Classes PREV CLAS Al   
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gen
Class Ana

  +-generator.Analyser 

erator  
lyser 

 
java.lang.Object 
  | 

 
pu
extends jav

blic class Analyser 
a.lang.Object 

uthor: 

ain method for creating Objects to analyse neural network data. 
ser package for details. 

A
cwittenb 
 Class bearing the m
See the analy

 
Constructor Summary 
Analyser()  
             

   

Method Summary 
static void main(java.lang. tring[] args)  S

            

   

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait

   

Constructor Detail 

Analyser 
 
public Analyser() 
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Method Detail 

main 

main(java.lang.String[] args) 
                 throws java.lang.NumberFormatException, 

       java.io.IOException 
java.lang.NumberFormatException  java.io.IOException

 
public static void 
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lette
Class Word 

d 

r  

 
java.lang.Object 
  | 
  +-letter.Wor

 

tends java.l

cwittenb 
this type are representing a single word and their frequency, when used in 
abular . The methods are just simple getter and setter for fiels and a 

public class Word 
ex ang.Object 
Author: 

 Objects of 
a letter.Vok
tostring() method. Thus no further explanaitions are given below. 

 
Constructor Summary 
Word(java.lang.String word)  
             

Word(java.lang.String word, int frequency)  
             

   

Method Summary 
 int getFrequency()  

            
 java.lang.String getWord()  

            
 void setFrequency(int frequency)  

            
 java.lang.String toString()  
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Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, eg tClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll  , wait, wait, wait

   

Constructor Detail 

Word 
 

ava.lang.String word) public Word(j

 

Wo  
 
public Word(
          

rd

java.lang.String word, 
  int frequency) 

Method Detail 

getFrequency 
 
pub cli  int getFrequency() 

 

setFrequency 
 
ublic v ip o d setFrequency(int frequency) 

 

getWord 
 
public java.lang.String getWord() 

 

toString 
 
public java.lang.String toString() 

Overrides: 
toString in class java.lang.Object
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Overview  Package  Class  Use  Tree Deprecated Index Help  

 PREV   NEXT FRAMES    NO FRAMES     l ClAl asses   

 

Hierarchy For Package letter  
es: 
s

Package Hierarchi
All Package  

 

Cla

o ang.Object 
o class letter.Rule

ss Hierarchy  

class java.l
 

xtGrammaro class letter.Te  (implements letter.Grammar)  
.TextVocabularyo class letter  (implements letter.Vocabulary)  

ter.Vokabularo class let  
o class letter.Word 

Interface 

o interface letter.Grammar

Hierarchy  

 
etter.Vocabularyo interface l  
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lette
Class TextGrammar 

java.lang.Object 

er.TextGrammar 

r  

 

  | 
  +-lett
All Implemented Interfaces:  

Grammar 
 

public class TextGrammar 
bject 

plements Grammar
extends java.lang.O
im  

cwittenb 
 Objects of this Class are able to hold a Grammar in Textformat, organized in 

les letter.Rule . 

Author: 

different ru
 

Field Summary 
 java.util.ArrayList regeln  

            

   

Constructor Summary 
TextGrammar()  
             

TextGrammar(java.util.Collection c)  
             

   

Method Summary 
 boolean addRule(Rule r)  

            
 java.util.Collection getGrammar()  

            
 boolean removeRule(Rule r)  

            
 java.lang.String toString()  
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Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, wait, wait, wait

   

Field Detail 

regeln 
 
public java.util.ArrayList regeln 

Constructor Detail 

TextGrammar 
 
public TextGrammar() 

 

TextG

public util.Collection c) 

rammar 
 

 TextGrammar(java.

Method Detail 

getGrammar 
 
public java.util.Collection getGrammar()

Specified by: 
 

getGrammar in interface Grammar 
 

addRule 

public boolea
 

n addRule(Rule r) 
Specified by: 
addRule in interface Grammar 

 

removeRule 
 
public boolean removeRule(Rule r) 

Specified by: 
removeRule in interface Grammar 

 

toString 
 
public java.lang.String toString() 

Overrides: toString in class java.lang.Object
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lette
Cla

  | 
abulary 

erfaces:  

r  
 TextVocabulary ss

 
java.lang.Object 

  +-letter.TextVoc
All Implemented Int

Vocabulary 
 

tVocabulary 
extends java.lang.Object 

lary

public class Tex

implements Vocabu  
uthor: 

 Class are able to hold a Vokabulary in Textformat, organized in 

See Also: 
letter.Vokabular.

A
cwittenb 
 Objects of this
different categories 

 
Constructor Summary 
TextVocabulary()  
             

TextVocabulary(java.util.Collection c)  
             

   

Method Summary 
 boolean addVokabular(Vokabular v)  

            
 java. getVokabulary()  

            
util.Collection

 boolean removeVokabular(Vokabular v)  
            

 java.lang.String toString()  
          Overrides Object.toString(). 

   

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, wait, wait, wait
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Constructor Detail 

TextVocabulary 
 
public TextVocabulary() 

 

 
public TextVocabulary(java.util.Collection c) 

TextVocabulary 

Method Detail 

getVokabulary 
 
public java.util.Collection getVokabulary() 

Specified by: 
getVokabulary in interface Vocabulary 

 

addVokabular 
 
public boolean addVokabular(Vokabular v) 

 

removeVokabular 

removeVokabular(Vokabular
 
public boolean  v) 

 

toString 
 

Overrides: 
toStrin
Returns: 

ect. 

public java.lang.Strin
Overrides Object.to

g toString() 
String().  

g in class java.lang.Object

A String which represents this Obj
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lette
Cla

 

ry

r  
ss TextVokabulary 

java.lang.Object 
|   

  +-letter.TextVokabulary 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

Vokabula  
 

kabulary 
tends java.lang.Object 

public class TextVo
ex
implements Vokabulary 
Author

 Objects of this Class are able to hold a Vokabulary in Textformat, organized in 
different categories (@see letter.Vokabular). 

: 
cwittenb 

 
Constructor Summary 
TextVokabulary()  
             

TextVokabulary(java.util.Collection c)  
             

   

Method Summary 
 boolean addVokabular(Vokabular v)  

            
 java.util.Collection getVokabulary()  

            
 boolean removeVokabular(Vokabular v)  

            
 java.lang.String toString()  

          Overrides 

   

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, wait, wait, wait
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Constructor Detail 

TextVokabulary 

lary() 
 
public TextVokabu

 

TextV

va.util.Collection c) 

okabulary 
 
public TextVokabulary(ja

Method Detail 

getVo
 

getVokabulary() 

kabulary 

public java.util.Collection 
Specified by: 
getVokabulary in interface Vokabulary 

 

addVokabular 

public boolean addVokabular(Vokabular
 

 v) 

 

removeVokabular 

(Vokabular
 
blic boolean removeVokabularpu  v) 

 

toString() 

Overrides: 
toString in class java.lang.Object
Returns: 
A String which represents this Object. 
See Also: 
Object.toString().

toString 
 
public java.lang.String 

Overrides  
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letter  
Interface Vocabulary 

  
ry

All Known Implementing Classes:
TextVocabula  

 
 

terface to define objects with are able to hold a set of letter.Vokabular . The Object 
 able to return these Vokabulars. 

public interface Vocabulary
Author: 

cwittenb 
 In
should be

 

Method Summary 
 java.util.Collection getVokabulary()  

            

   

Method Detail 

getVokabulary 
 

Collection getVokabulary() public java.util.
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Overview  Package   Class  Use Tree Deprecated Index Help   
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lette
Cla

 
ject 

r  
ss Vokabular 

java.lang.Ob
|   

  +-letter.Vokabular 

 

.Object 
Author: 

nb 
 Objects of this type are re ory of letter.Word . Methods 

therefor no further explantions to expect 
below. 

public class Vokabular 
extends java.lang

cwitte
presenting a particular categ

are just the ordanary getters and setters, 

 
Constructor Summary 
Vokabular()  
             

Vokabular(java.lang.String s, java.util.Collection c)  
             

   

Method Summary 
 void addWord(Word word)  

            
 java.lang.String getCategory()  

            
 java.util.ArrayList getWords()  

            
 boolean removeWord(java.lang.String word)  

            
 void renameCategory(java.lang.String c)  

            
 java.lang.String toString()  

            

   

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
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equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, wait, wait, wait

   

Constructor Detail 

Vokabular 
 
public Vokabular() 

 

Vokabular 

 Vokabular(java.lang.String s, 
 
public
                 java.util.Collection c) 

Method Detail 

getWords 
 
public java.util.ArrayList tWords() ge

 

addWord 

Word
 
public void addWord(  word) 

 

moveWord 

public boolean removeWord(java.lang.String word) 

re
 

 

 
public java.lang.String 

getCategory 

getCategory() 

 

 
public void renameCategory(java.lang.String c) 

renameCategory 

 

 
public java.lang.String toString() 

String in class java.lang.Object

toString 

Overrides: 
to
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Overview  Package   Class  Use Tree Deprecated Index Help   
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letter  
Interface Vokabul

All Known Implementing Classes:  
TextVokabulary

ary 

 
 

public interface Vokabulary 

to define objects with are able to hold a set of the Object should be able to 
se Vokabulars. 

Author: 
cwittenb 
 Interface 
return the

 

Method Summary 
 java.util.Collection getVokabulary()  

            

   

Method Detail 

getVokabulary 

llection getVokabulary()
 
public java.util.Co  
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letter  
Interface Grammar 

All Known Implementing Classes:  
TextGrammar 

 
public interface Grammar 
Author: 
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cwittenb 
nization for an  Classes implementing this interface should provide a usefull orga

artificial grammar. 
 

Method Summary 
 boolean addRule(Rule r)  

            
 java.util.Collection getGrammar()  

            
 boolean removeRule(Rule r)  

            

   

Method Detail 

getGrammar 

on getGrammar() 
 
public java.util.Collecti

 

addRule 
 

addRule(Rulepublic boolean  r) 

 

public boolean removeRule(Rule

removeRule 
 

 r) 
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Overview  Package   Class  Use Tree Deprecated Index Help   

 PREV CLASS   NEXT CLASS FRAMES    NO FRAMES     All Cla ses s  
SUMMARY: NESTED | FIELD | CONSTR | METHOD DETAIL: FIELD | CONSTR | METHOD 

 

vector  
Interface Translator 

All Known Implementing Classes:  
rTextTranslato  

 

Author
cwittenb 

s the funtionality of a translator. It should translate a File of 
ed by generator.SentenceProducer ) according to a Translation 

public interface Translator 
: 

 This Interface provide
Sentences (generat
Object. 

 
 
 

Method Summary 
 boolean translateFromFile(java.lang.String path, VectorWriter w, 

Translation t)  
          This mehtod should realize the translation process. 

   

Method Detail 

translate
 
public boolean translateFromFile(java.lang.String path, 

VectorWriter

FromFile 

                                  w, 
                               Translation   t) 

This mehtod should realize the translation process.  

realizes the write() method. 
t - The Vector.Translation to fill.  
Returns: 

n Translation is non-empty, else False. 

Parameters: 
path - Defines the File of generated Sentences. 
w - VectorWriter specifies were the file were the vectors should be written to and 

true if the give
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vect
Cla

 
java.l
  | 
  +-ve
All Implemented Interfaces:  

or  
ss TextTranslator 

ang.Object 

ctor.TextTranslator 

Translator 
 

public 
extends
implem

class TextTranslator 
 java.lang.Object 

latorents Trans  
Author: 

cwittenb 
 Class to realize the functionality of Translator for TextFiles. 

 
Constructor Summary 
TextTranslator()  
             

   

Method Summary 
 boolean translateFromFile(java.lang.String path, VectorWriter w, 

Translation t)  
          This method translates a File of Sentences to a file of Vectors plus an 
additional String "localist" at the first line to help realisation of tlearn conventions.

   

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, wait, wait

   

Constructor Detail 

TextTranslator 
 
public TextTranslator() 
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Method Detail 

translateFromFile 
 
public boolean translateFromFile(java.lang.String path, 

                              VectorWriter w, 
                   Translation

   
               t) 

This method translates a File of Sentences to a file of Vectors plus an additional 
t" at the first line to help realisation of tlearn conventions.  String "localis

Specified by: 
translateFromFile in interface Translator 

 File of generated Sentences. 
pecifies were the file were the vectors should be written to and 

e write() method. 

Parameters: 
 - Defines thepath

 - VectorWriter sw
realizes th
t - The Vector.Translation to fill.  
Returns: 
true if the given Translation is non-empty, else False. 
See Also: 
Translator.translateFromFile(String, VectorWriter, Translation) 
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vect
Cla

 
ct 

  +-vector.Translation 

or  
ss Translation 

java.lang.Obje
  | 

 
blic class Translation 

late sentences to vectors. The 
 File of the translationsceme can be 

 constructur extracts Collection out of this File and calles 
e. 

pu
extends java.lang.Object 
Author: 

cwittenb 
 Object to read a Translationsceme from a File to trans
functionality is realised by a constructor, whom a
given. This
Translation.readTranslationFromCollection(ArrayList) to fill its translationscem

 
Constructor Summary 
Translation(java.io.File translationFile)  
          Constructor reading its translationsceme out of a file.  

   

Method Summary 
 java.util.ArrayList getTranslation()  

          Getter-method for the translationsceme-field 
static java.util.ArrayList readTranslationFromCollection(java.util.ArrayList c)

          Static method to fill the translationsceme-field according 
to a java.util.Collection . 

 java.lang.String toString()  
          Overrides Object.toString() @ return A String 
representing this Object. 

   

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object 
equals, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, wait, wait, wait
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Constructor Detail 

Translation 
 
public Translation(java.io.File translationFile) 
            throws java.io.FileNotFoundException 

tor reading its translationsceme out of a file.  Construc
Method Detail 

readTranslationFromCollection 
 
public static java.util.ArrayList 
readTranslationFromCollection(java.util.ArrayList c) 

Static method to fill the translationsceme-field according to a java.util.Collection .  
Parameters: 
c - The Collection holding the translationsceme  
Returns: 
An ArrayList holding the translation sceme in an organized manner, including 
seperated rules. 

 

toString 

ublic java.lang.String toString() 
Overrides Object.toString() @ return A String representing this Object.  
Overrides: 
toString in class java.lang.Object

 
p

 

getTranslation 
 
public java.util.ArrayList getTranslation() 

Getter-method for the translationsceme-field  
Returns: 
ArrayList holding the translationsceme in an organized manner. 
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Hierarchy For Package vector  
Package Hierarchies: 

All Packages 
 

Cla

o class java.lang.Object 
r.TextTranslator

ss Hierarchy  

o class vecto  (implements vector.Translator)  
ctor.Translationo s ve clas  

Interface Hierarchy  

Translatoro interface vector.  
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Appendix B: tlearn code for the architecture of the SRN  

File: “SRN.cf” 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

output nodes are 246-357 

-356 from 0 

36-210 from 1-35 

1. & 1. fixed one-to-one 
SPECIAL: 

---------------- --------- 

NODES: 
nodes = 532 
inputs = 112 
outputs = 112 

CONNECTIONS: 
groups = 0 
1
1-35 from i1-i112 

36-210 from 358-532 
211-245 from 36-210 
246-357 from 211-245 
358-532 from 36-210 = 

selected = 1-35 
weight_limit = 0.1 

near = 358-532 li
---------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------
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Appendix C: Grammar and Vocabulary of all languages 

German grammar 
 VP_TSG dot 50%; 

_TPL dot 50%; 

P_TSG > detSGM NPTSGM 15%; 
G > detSGF NPTSGF 79%; 

etSGN NPTSGN 6%; 
 detPL NPTPLM 15%; 

NP_TPL > detPL NPTPLF 79%; 
NP_TPL > detPL NPTPLN 6%; 

 
NPDAT > detDATSGM  16%; 
NPDAT > detDATSGF NPTSGF 16%; 
NPDAT > detDATSGN NPTSGN 16%; 
NPDAT > detDATPL N  16%; 
NPDAT > detDATPL NPTPLF 16%; 
NPDAT > detDATPL NPTPLN 16%; 
 
ADJ_E > adje 90%; 

%; 
adv 25%; 

; 

Germ
VE 

TRANSITIVE 

TRANSITIVE 
 

LTRANSITIVE 

brauchen 20% 

fahrrad 25% 
uto 22% 

riesen 12%; 

10% 
 

 
; 

S > NP_TSG
S > NP_TPL VP
 
N
NP_TS
NP_TSG > d
NP_TPL >

 
PTSGM > nounM 50%; N

NPTSGF > nounF 50%; 
NPTSGN > nounN 50%; 
 

PTPLM > nounPLM 50%; N
NPTPLF > nounPLF 50%; 
NPTPLN > nounPLN 50%; 
 

PTSGM > ADJ_E nounM 50%; N
NPTSGF > ADJ_E nounF 50%; 
NPTSGN > ADJ_E nounN 50%; 
 
NPTPLM > ADJ_EN nounPLM 50%; 

PTPLF > ADJ_EN nounPLF 50%; N
NPTPLN > ADJ_EN nounPLN 50%; 
 
NPTDATSGM > ADJ_ENSG nounM 100%; 

 NPTDATSGM

PTPLM

ADJ_E > ADJ_E adje 10%; 
ADJ_EN > adjen 90%; 
ADJ_EN > ADJ_EN adjen 10%; 
 
ADJ_ENSG > adjensg 90%; 
ADJ_ENSG > ADJ_ENSG adjensg 10%; 
 
VP_TSG > verbTSGintransitive 25%; 

P_TPL > verbTPLintransitive 25%; V
 

v 25VP_TSG > verbTSGintransitive ad
VP_TPL > verbTPLintransitive 
 
VP_TSG > verbTSGtransitive NPDAT 25%; 
VP_TPL > verbTPLtransitive NPDAT 25%; 
 
VP_TSG > verbTSGtransitive NPDAT adv 25%
VP_TPL > verbTPLtransitive NPDAT adv 25%; 

an vocabulary 
VERBTSGINTRANSITI
geht 10% 
ist 10% 
schläft 10% 
schickt 10% 
kauft 10% 
isst 10%; 
 
VERBTSG
kauft 20% 
schickt 20% 
braucht 20% 
nimmt 20%; 
 

ERBTPLINV
gehen 10%
sind 10% 
schlafen 10% 
schicken 10% 
kaufen 10% 
essen 10%; 
 
VERBTP
kaufen 20% 
schicken 20% 

nehmen 20%; 
 
NOUNM 

und 56% h
apfel 17% 
mann 15% 
riese 12%; 
 
NOUNF 
katze 86% 

irne 9% b
frau 3% 
ameise 2%; 
 
NOUNN 
kind 31% 

a
haus 22%; 
 
NOUNPLM 
hunde 56% 
äpfel 17% 

 männer 15%

 
NOUNPLF 
katzen 86% 
birnen 9% 
frauen 3% 
ameisen 2%; 
 

OUNPLN N
kinder 31% 
fahrräder 25% 
autos 22% 
häuser 22%; 
 
ADJE 

roße 10% g
kleine 
bunte 10%
hübsche 10%
massige 10%
 
ADJENSG 

roßen 10% g
kleinen 10% 
bunten 10% 
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hübschen 10% 
; 

leinen 10% 
bunten 10% 
hübschen 10% 

; 
as; 

DETDATSGM 

F 

 
as; 

DETDATPL 

 

Bul
_TSG dot 33%; 

TSGMDET 15%; 
TSGFDET 79%; 

P_TSG > NPTSGNDET 6%; 

 > nounSGMDET 50%; 
 > nounSGFDET 50%; 
 > nounSGNDET 50%; 

PTSGMDET > ADJ_SGMDETSUBJ 

ET > ADJ_SGFDET nounSGF 50%; 
T > ADJ_SGNDET nounS

ETSUBJ > adjSGMDETSU
DJ_SGMDETSUBJ > ADJ_SGMDET  

ET > adjSGFDET 90%; 

ADJ_SGFDET > ADJ_S F 10%; 
ADJ_SGNDET > adjSG
ADJ_SGNDET > ADJ_ NDET adjSGN 10%; 

TSG > verbTSGintr
VP_TSG > verbTSGintr
VP_TSG > verbTSGtran
VP_TSG > verbTSGtran OBJ 25%; 
 
NPOBJ > NPTSGMDET
NPOBJ > NPTSGFDET

OBJ > NPTSGNDET
 

TSGMDETOBJ > AD unSGM 
100%; 
 
ADJ_SGMDETOBJ > a GMDETOBJ 90%; 
ADJ_SGMDETOBJ > ADJ_SGMDETOBJ adjSGM 
10%; 

lary 

stastlivi 20% 

bb'lgarski 20%
gore^sti 20% 
beli 20%; 
 
ADJSGMDET

jamijat 20%
astlivijat 20% 
lgarskijat 20

stijat 20%
ijat 20%; 

ADJSGMDETOBJ 
jamija 20% 

tastlivija 20%
'lgarskija 20%
re^stija 20% 
ija 20%; 

ADJSGFDET 
goljamita 20% 
^stastlivita 20%
bb'lgarskita 20%
gore^stita 20% 
belita 20%; 

JSGNDET 
 20% 
o 20% 

 20% 
0% 

DET 

TIVE 
sedi 10% 

massigen 10%
 
ADJEN 
großen 10% 
k

massigen 10%
 
ADV 
wenig 10% 
viel 10% 

oft 10% 
häufig 10% 
kurz 10%; 
 
DETSGF 
die; 
DETSGM 
der; 
DETSGN 
d
DETPL 
die; 
 

den; 
DETDATSG
die; 
DETDATSGN
d
 

die; 
 
DOT 
.;

garian grammar 
S > NP_TSG VP
 
NP_TSG > NP
NP_TSG > NP
N
 
NPTSGMDET
NPTSGFDET
NPTSGNDET
 
N nounSGM 
50%; 
NPTSGFD
NPTSGNDE
 

GN 50%; NP

ADJ_SGMD BJ 90%; 
A SUBJ adjSGM
10%; 
ADJ_SGFD

GFDET adjSG
NDET 90%; 
SG

 
VP_ ansitive 25%; 

ansitive adv 25%; 
sitive NPOBJ 25%; 
sitive adv NP

OBJ 33%; 
 33%; 

NP  33%; 

J_SGMDETOBJ no

djS

Bulgarian vocabu
ADJSGM 
goljam 20% 
^stastliv 20% 
bb'lgarski 20% 
gore^st 20% 
bjal 20%; 
 

gol
^st

ADJSGF 
goljama 20% 

bb'
gore^

^stastliva 20% 
bb'lgarskia 20% 

bel
 

gore^sta 20% 
bjala 20%; 
 

gol
^s

ADJSGN 
goljamo 20% 

bb
go

^stastlivo 20% 
bb'lgarskio 20% 

bel
 

gore^sto 20% 
bjalo 20%; 
 
ADJPL 
goljami 20% 
^

  

SUBJ bb'lgars
 

kito
gore^stito 2

% 
belito 20%; 
 

 ADJPL

 
 

belite 20%; 
 

 
 

po^cti 20%; 
 

AD
goljamito
^stastlivit

goljamite 20% 
^stastlivite 20% 
bb'lgarskite 20% 
gore^stite 20% 

ADV 
tixo 20% 
njakak 20% 
bb'rzo 20% 
^cesto 20% 

VERBTSGINTRANSI
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govoi 10% kniga 9
ob'i^ca 10% prerod
pi^se 10% ^zena 2%
xvb'rlja 10% 

ERBTPLINTRANSITIVE 

i^sat 10% 

razb'irat 10%; 

i^se 25% 
xvb'rlja 25% 

pi^sat 25% 

GM 
grad 56% 

% 
ab'atelka

; 
 

SGN 
o 31% 

menju 25% 
 

e 22%;

NOUNPLM 
6% 

pb'ti^sta 17% 
b'a^sti 15% 
xljab'ove 12%;
 
NOUNPLF 
xrani 86% 

igi 9% 
prerodab'atelki  

NOUNPLN 
zlata 31% 

; 

ET 

 
 

knigata 9% 

 

menjuto 25% 

NOUNPLMDET 

b'a^stite 15% 

xranate 86% 
knigite 9% 

 3% 
^zenite 2%; 
 

 
 
2%; 

Italian grammar 
 VP_TSG dot 38%; 

 > NP_TPL VP_TPL dot 38%; 

G dot 12%; 
 dot 12%; 

GMIL NPTSGMIL 10%
GML NPTSGML 5%; 
GMLO NPTSGMLO 3

GFLA 72%
GFL NPTSGFL 10%; 

etPLMIL NPTPLMIL 10%
LML NPTPLML 5%; 

P_TPL > detPLMLO NPTPLMLO 3%

etPLFLA NPTPLFLA 72%
etPLFL NPTPLFL 10%; 

 > nounMIL 33%; 
 nounML 33%; 

nounMLO 33%; 

NPTSGFLA > nounFLA 33%; 
NPTSGFL > nounFL 33%; 

NPTPLMIL > nounPLM
NPTPLML > nounPLM
NPTPLMLO > nounPLM
 
NPTPLFLA > nounPLF
NPTPLFL > nounPLFL
 

PTSGMIL > adjFRONTMSG nounMIL 33%; 
NPTSGML > adjFRONTMSG nounML 33%; 
NPTSGMLO > adjFRO O 33%; 
 

GFLA > adjFRON A 33%; 
NPTSGFL > adjFRONT 3%; 
 
NPTPLMIL > adjFRON PLMIL 33%; 
NPTPLML > adjFRONTMPL nounPLML 33%; 
NPTPLMLO > adjFRON O 33%; 
 
NPTPLFLA > adjFRON FLA 33%; 
NPTPLFL > adjFRONT FL 33%; 
 

razb'ira 10%; NOUN
 zlat
V
sedjat 10% taksi 22%
govorjat 10% momi^c
ob'i^cat 10%  
p
xvb'rljat 10% gradove 5

 
VERBTSGTRANSITIVE 
ob'i^ca 25% 
p

razb'ira 25%; kn
 
VERBTPLTRANSITIVE ^zeni 2%; 
ob'i^cat 25%  

xvb'rljat 25% 
razb'irat 25%; 
 
NOUNS

pb't 17% 
b'a^sta 15% 
xljab' 12%; 
 
NOUNSGF 
xrana 86% 

 3% xranata 86% 

 

 pb'ti^stata 17% 

 3%

menjuta 25% 
taksita 22% 
momi^ceta 22%
 
NOUNSGMD

 gradb't 56%
pb'tja 17%
b'a^stata 15%

ljab'a 12%; x
 

NOUNSGFDET 

prerodab'atelkata 3% 
^zenata 2%; 

NOUNSGNDET 
zlatoto 31% 

taksito 22% 
momi^ceto 22%; 
 

gradovete 56% 

xljab'ovete 12%; 
 
NOUNPLFDET 

prerodab'atelkite

NOUNPLNDET 
zlatata 31% 
menjutata 25%
taksitata 22%
momi^cetata 2
 

OT D
.; 

S > NP_TSG
S
 
S > VP_TS
S > VP_TPL
 
NP_TSG > detS ; 
NP_TSG > detS
NP_TSG > detS %; 
 
NP_TSG > detSGFLA NPTS ; N
NP_TSG > detS
 
NP_TPL > d ; 
NP_TPL > detP
N ; 
 
NP_TPL > d ; 
NP_TPL > d
 
NPTSGMIL
NPTSGML >
NPTSGMLO > 
 

 
IL 33%; 

L 33%; 
LO 33%; 

LA 33%; 
 33%; 

NTMSG nounML

NPTS TFSG nounFL
FSG nounFL 3

TMPL noun

TMPL nounPLML

TFPL nounPL
FPL nounPL
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NPTSGMIL > nounMIL adjBACKMSG
 nounML adjBACKMSG 
> nounMLO adjBACKM

 nounFLA adjBACKFSG
> nounFL adjBACKFSG 33

NPTPLMIL > nounPLMIL adjBACKM  33%; 
 nounPLML adjBACKMP

NPTPLMLO > nounPLMLO adjBACK  33%; 
 

PTPLFLA > nounPLFLA adjBACKF 3%; 
 > nounPLFL adjBACKFPL 

 
intransitive 16%; 

VP_TPL > verbTPLintransitive 16%; 
 
VP_TSG > verbTSGintransitive adv 16%; 
VP_TPL > verbTPLintransitive adv 16%; 
 
VP_TSG > verbTSGtransitive NP_SCTSG 16%; 
VP_TPL > verbTPLtransitive NP_SCTSG 16%; 

TSG > verbTSGtran _SCTSG 16%; 
_TPL > verbTPLtran ve adv NP_SCTSG 16%; 

 
VP_TSG > verbTSGtran SCTPL 16%; 
VP_TPL > verbTPLtran PL 16%; 
 
VP_TSG > verbTSGtran SCTPL 16%; 
VP_TPL > verbTPLtran e adv NP_SCTPL 16%; 
 
NP_SCTSG > detSGMIL NPTSGMIL 20%; 
NP_SCTSG > detSGML PTSGML 20%; 
NP_SCTSG > detSGML LO 20%; 
 
NP_SCTSG > detSGFLA NPTSGFLA 20%; 
NP_SCTSG > detSGFL NPTSGFL 20%; 
 
NP_SCTPL > detPLMIL NPTPLMIL 20%; 
NP_SCTPL > detPLML NPTPLML 20%; 
NP_SCTPL > detPLMLO NPTPLMLO 20%; 
 
NP_SCTPL > detPLFLA NPTPLFLA 20%; 
NP_SCTPL > detPLFL NPTPLFL 20%; 

Italian vacobulary 
VERBTSGINTRANSITIVE 
e 10% 
va 10% 
legge 10% 
accide 10% 
compa 10% 
sposa 10%; 
 
VERBTSGTRANSITIVE 
compa 20% 
accide 20% 
ama 20% 
legge 20%; 
 
VERBTPLINTRANSITIVE 
sono 10% 
vamo 10% 
leggono 10% 
accidono 10% 
compano 10% 
sposano 10%; 
 
VERBTPLTRANSITIVE 
compano 20% 
accidono 20% 
amano 20% 
leggono 20%; 
 
NOUNMIL 
puffo 46% 
poeta 10%; 
 
NOUNML 
amigo 14% 
athleta 10%; 
 

NOUNMLO 
zigano 12% 
specchio 8%; 
 
NOUNFLA 
casa 83% 
busta 3% 
zanzara 2%; 
 
NOUNFL 
invasione 9% 
attirice 2% 
amica 1%; 
 
NOUNPLMIL 
puffi 46% 
poete 10%; 
 
NOUNPLML 
amighi 14% 
athlete 10%; 
 
NOUNPLMLO 
zigani 12% 
specchi 8%; 
 
NOUNPLFLA 
case 83% 
buste 3% 
zanzare 2%; 
 
NOUNPLFL 
invasioni 9% 
attirici 2% 
amici 1%; 
 

ADJBACKMSG 
italiano 20% 
corretto 20% 
povero 20% 
vecchio 20% 
solo 20%; 
 
ADJFRONTMSG 
povero 33% 
vecchio 33% 
solo 33%; 
 
ADJBACKMPL 
italiani 20% 
corretti 20% 
poveri 20% 
vecchi 20% 
soli 20%; 
 
ADJFRONTMPL 
poveri 33% 
vecchi 33% 
soli 33%; 
 
ADJBACKFSG 
italiana 20% 
corretta 20% 
povera 20% 
vecchia 20% 
sola 20%; 
 
ADJFRONTFSG 
povera 33% 
vecchia 33% 
sola 33%; 
 

 33%; VP_
NPTSGML > 33%; VP
NPTSGMLO SG 33%; 
 
NPTSGFLA >  33%; 
NPTSGFL %; 
 

PL
NPTPLML > L 33%; 

MPL

N PL 3
NPTPLFL 33%; 

VP_TSG > verbTSG

sitive adv NP
siti

sitive NP_
sitive NP_SCT

sitive adv NP_
sitiv

 N
O NPTSGM
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ADJBACKFPL 
italiane
corrette 20% 
povere 20% 

regularmente 20% 

bene 20%; 
 

SGMIL 

DETSGML 

ETSGMLO 
lo; 
DETSGFLA 

 
l; 
 

DETPLMIL 

DETPLML 
gli; 
DETPLMLO 

li; 
PLFLA 

TPLFL 

 20% dolcemente 20% i; 

vecchie 20% 
sole 20%; 

DET
il; 

 
ADJFRONTFPL 
povere 33% 

l; 
D

vecchie 33% 
sole 33%; 
 
ADV 
lentam

la; 
DETSGFL

ente 20% 
violentement 20% 

g
DET
le; 
DE
le; 
 
DOT 
.; 
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A  

Fragment of the G rman tr
die hübsche katze s
die äpfel schicken w
die großen katzen n  das haus viel . 
die große katze schi s fahrrad . 
die katze isst kurz . 
die hübsche katze s e kinder . 
die bunte katze nim  hübschen großen hund
kurz  
die katzen essen . 

die birne geht kurz . 
die fah der schicken . 

ie massigen katzen ge
e katze kauft die riese g . 
e katze schläft häufig 

die hü en katzen kaufen den leinen hund .

 

Fragment of the Italian  training set 
le invasioni italiane  il puffo italiano . 
la sola zanzara accide lo vecchio zigano . 
leggono lentamente
la casa legge violen
la casa vecchia acci lentement le invasioni 
gli soli amighi accidono i puffi soli . 
l amigo ama gli pov ighi . 
leggono lentamente no . 
la povera casa com ntement i vecchi puffi 
amano la casa povera . 
le case corrette amano l invasione . 
la casa ama bene il puffo . 
e . 
legge . 
la casa vecchia accide . 

le pove  case compano i puffi 
la casa ama gli athlete italiani . 
lo ziga  legge dolcemente . 
legge r armente . 
gli am hi compano bene . 
le case leggono gli athlete . 
la casa corretta compa la povera casa . 

mpano gli poveri sp
i zigani vecchi compa o . 

la casa vecchia compa l re case . 
la vecchia casa compa regularmente . 
ama le amente l sola invasione . 
le case italiane leggono le vecch e invasioni . 
 

Fragment of the Bulgarian training set 
bb'lgarskita xrana pi^se belito zlato . 
xranata razb'ira njakak xranata . 
xranata xvb'rlja njakak ^stastlivita ^zena 
b'a^stata razb'ira po^cti . 
sedi . 
gore^stita xrana razb'ira . 
xvb'rlja goljamija gore^st pb't . 
knigata pi^se goljamita xrana . 
xvb'rlja goljamija pb't . 
taksito pi^se ^stastlivito menju . 
xvb'rlja njakak belija grad . 
xranata ob'i^ca ^stastlivija grad . 
bb'lgarskita kniga xvb'rlja po^cti bb'lgarskija grad . 
bb'lgarskita xrana sedi . 
sedi bb'rzo . 
govoi tixo . 
xranata pi^se njakak . 
belita kniga ob'i^ca xranata . 
gradb't ob'i^ca tixo goljamita xrana . 
ob'i^ca ^cesto . 

^stastlivita xrana sedi po^cti . 
p
kn b'ira ^cesto belito momi^ce . 

ira tixo xranata . 
xvb'rlja gore^stito zlato . 
xranata ob'i^ca bb'rzo xranata . 
^stastlivita xrana ob'i^ca . 
bb'lgarskita xrana ob'i^ca tixo . 
bb'lgarskita kniga razb'ira ^stastlivito bb'lgarskio 
zlato . 
^stastlivito menju pi^se bb'rzo ^stastlivito zlato . 
bb'lgarskita xrana govoi po^cti . 
momi^ceto razb'ira njakak gore^stija grad . 
ob'i^ca ^cesto . 
xranata ob'i^ca . 
govoi . 
xranata ob'i^ca njakak . 
^stastlivita xrana razb'ira tixo bb'lgarskito momi^ce 
.

ppendix D: Passages from the training sets for all three languages

e aining set 
chläft .  

 . enig
ehmen
ckt da

chickt di
mt den  

rrä
das hübsche haus isst . 
die katzen schicken . 
d hen . 
di n weni
di . 

bsch  k

 amano

 . 
tement il puffo . 
de vio . 

eri am
 lo ziga
pa viole . 

re . 

no
egul
ig

la casa va . 
co ecchi . 
gl no l amig

e pove

nt
i

. 

pi^se . 

i^se . 
igata raz

xranata razb'
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Appendix E: Frequency counts exported from CHILDS and excel. 

 12 highest ranked nouns addressed to a feminine speaker. 
      
SELF 30653     
NF1 2560     
NF2 599  Summed gender categories 
NF3 513  F 34325  
NM1 3846  M 6332  
NM2 913  N 2395  
NM3 839     
NM4 734     
NN1 737     
NN2 570     
NN3 548     
NN4 540     
 12 highest ranked no  a feminine speaker. uns uttered by
SELF 7294     
NF1 2361     
NF2 1362     
NF3 250     
NM1 1029  Summed gender categories 
NM2 927  F 11267  
NM3 630  M 2920  
NM4 334  N 1418  
NN1 505     
NN2 396     
NN3 271     
NN4 246     

 
Accumulated weighted data 
for all categories 
F 2775347
M 535958
N 211655,5
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Appendix F: Example outputs uilder”-tool 

ut analysis for a sentence of the

ed Output: DETSGM  
"VERB"  0.0 
"VE
"VERBSGTR"  0.0 

 

"NOUNSGN"   0.0040 
 
 

UNPL
"ADJ"   0.044 
"ADJE"  0.024 
"ADJEN" 0.02 
"ADV"   0.0 
"DET"   0.921 
"DETSGM"    0.0 
"DETSGF"    0.921 
"DETSGN"    0.0 
"DETPL" 0.921 
"DETDATSGM" 0.0 
"DOT"   0.0010 
------ Output Number 18-----Desired Output: ADJE ----- 
"VERB"  0.04200000000000001 
"VERBSGINTR"    0.011000000000000003 
"VERBSGTR"  0.0070 
"VERBPLINTR"    0.018000000000000002 
"VERBPLTR"  0.015 
"NOUN"  0.14200000000000007 
"NOUNSGM"   0.019 
"NOUNSGF"   0.0070 
"NOUNSGN"   0.017 
"NOUNPLM"   0.029 
"NOUNPLF"   0.044 
"NOUNPLN"   0.026000000000000002 
"ADJ"   0.303 
"ADJE"  0.2 
"ADJEN" 0.103 
"ADV"   0.051 
"DET"   0.0040 
"DETSGM"    0.0010 
"DETSGF"    0.0020 
"DETSGN"    0.0 
"DETPL" 0.0020 
"DETDATSGM" 0.0010 
"DOT"   0.0050 
------ Output Number 19-----Desired Output: 
NOUNSGM  
"VERB"  0.0 
"VERBSGINTR"    0.0 
"VERBSGTR"  0.0 

"VERBPLINTR"    0.0 
"VERBPLTR"  0.0 

00000000002 
"NOUNSGM"   0.009000000000000001 

00001 
 

"ADJ"   0.047 

"DET"   0.011 
"DETSGM"    0.0 
"DETSGF"    0.011 
"DETSGN"    0.0 
"DETPL" 0.011 
"DETDATSGM" 0.0 
"DOT"   0.0 
-- Output Number 20-----Desired Output: VERBSGINTR 
"VERB"  0.9720000000000001 
"VERBSGINTR"    0.776 
"VERBSGTR"  0.427 
"VERBPLINTR"    0.02 
"VERBPLTR"  0.019 
"NOUN"  0.049000000000000016 
"NOUNSGM"   0.0030 
"NOUNSGF"   0.0040 
"NOUNSGN"   0.019 
"NOUNPLM"   0.0070 
"NOUNPLF"   0.0080 
"NOUNPLN"   0.0080 
"ADJ"   0.052000000000000005 
"ADJE"  0.042 
"ADJEN" 0.010000000000000002 
"ADV"   0.057 
"DET"   0.0030 
"DETSGM"    0.0 
"DETSGF"    0.0020 
"DETSGN"    0.0 
"DETPL" 0.0020 
"DETDATSGM" 0.0010 
"DOT"   0.0070 
------ Output Number 21-----Desired Output: DOT ------ 
"VERB"  0.12000000000000001 
"VERBSGINTR"    0.067 
"VERBSGTR"  0.038 
"VERBPLINTR"    0.025 
"VERBPLTR"  0.023000000000000003 
"NOUN"  0.02800000000000001 
"NOUNSGM"   0.0040 
"NOUNSGF"   0.0040 

 of the “Vectorb

1. Outp  German SRN. 
 

------ Output Number 17-----Desir

RBSGINTR"    0.0 "NOUN"  0.142000

"VERBPLINTR"    0.0 
"VERBPLTR"  0.0 

"NOUNSGF"   0.095 
"NOUNSGN"   0.0130000000000

"NOUN"  0.066 "NOUNPLM"   0.009000000000000001
"NOUNSGM"   0.014000000000000002

 
"NOUNPLF"   0.0040 

"NOUNSGF"   0.0070 "NOUNPLN"   0.012 

"NOUNPLM"   0.015 "ADJE"  0.041 
"NOUNPLF"   0.0070
"NO N"   0.019 

"ADJEN" 0.0060 
"ADV"   0.0 
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"NOUNSGN"   0.0010 
"NOUNPLM"   0.0060 
"NOUNPLF"   0.0050 
"NOUNPLN"   0.0080 
"ADJ"   0.03400000000000001 
"ADJE"  0.01 
"ADJEN" 0.024 
"ADV"   0.35800000000000004 

"DET"   0.086 
"DETSGM"    0.0010 
"DETSGF"    0.062 
"DETSGN"    0.013 
"DETPL" 0.062 
"DETDATSGM" 0.01 
"DOT"   0.187 

 
2. Summarized Error for the Output of a German SRN 
 

Analyse Requested Category Activation From File: \\German\germananalyse\analyseGerman.txt 
 
"nounsgf" ACT: 3.4270000000000005 Number of Matches:5     Ratio: 0.6854000000000001 
"nounsgm" ACT: 0.036000000000000004 Number of Matches:4     Ratio: 0.009000000000000001 
"nounsgn" ACT: 1.884   Number of Matches:4     Ratio: 0.471 
"nounplf" ACT: 3.344   Number of Matches:5     Ratio: 0.6688 
"nounplm" ACT: 0.725   Number of Matches:6     Ratio: 0.12083333333333333 
"nounpln" ACT: 0.326   Number of Matches:4     Ratio: 0.0815 

 


